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• Rolls Royce of the Picos, 

the GridCase 2 has the 
power and features of a 
desktop ... and more. 

• Why did CP/M lose out to 
MS-DOS? 

• The Tom Thumb of picos, 
Access, is custom-tailored 
to fit. 

• Profits are the result when 
Prospecting software 
manages your customer 
database. 

• The information revolu
tion strikes on campus. 

• EXTRA! We went to the 
fair for you in Las Vegas: 
COMDEX impressions. 

• International picoists, 
check our global electrical 
chart. 

The Grid Case 2: Up Close 
by Alex Lane 

There's no q.uestion about it-i~ you're looking ~or an IBt:-1 PC-compatible picocomputer with 
the potential of desktop computing power, the GndCase 2 ts a front runner. If your bank account 

can stand the strain, this Grid brings a full-sized back-lit liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, a 
built-in 720K disk drive, and a full line of peripherals. 

The GridCase 2 is a far cry from what I call "minimal machines"- picos that are hobbled by 
mediocre displays, slow internal modems, undersized RAM memories, gimcrack keyboards, or a 
combination of these. Its designers' attention to detail is 
shown, for example, in its metal magnesium case 
which provides a rugged enclosure and improves heat -JrJP'"'"ii.iil:,.,,,,....,..,::::::::: 
dissipation. A velcro wrapper secures the carrying J 
handles of the computer's leather and fabric carry
ing case. If we were talking cars here, we'd be 
talking Rolls Royce. 

Closed, the GridCase 2 is a rectangular black 
slab measuring roughly 12 by 15 by 2 inches. I 
found it to be a dense machine, weighing 12 
pounds-definitely a " pick-it-up-with-both
hands" pico. Screen-release latches are 
located toward the front on the left 
and right sides. The 31h-inch 
disk drive is on the right
hand side, toward the rear. 
The battery compartment and all 
of the GridCase 2's connectors are on 
the back side and include IBM-type serial 
(RS-232) and parallel (Centronics) connectors, 
a 50-pin external bus, a receptacle for external 

-continued on page 6 

has all the potential 
of a desktop-a definite 

from runner-if your bank 
account can take the strain. 



Sug. list $49.95 plus shipping 

For OEM/Dealer/Distributor pricing, 
Contact: 

tf1e ffl!CfOpe!!phe!i!/ COfpOfi!f!Of? 
2565 152nd Avenue NE Redmond, WA 98052 (206) 881-7544 

"the Black Jack is a trademark of The Microperipheral Corpilration. 

DON'T GAMBLE ON ANYTHING 
ELSE! 

Have you ever been dealt out of telecommuni
cations in hotels, offices, and other locations while 
on the road? 
Why gamble on finding a modular (RJ-llC) 
phone jack that accepts your direct connect 
modem? 
Deal yourself a winning hand with the Black Jack, 
the portable modular jack for modems on the go. 

• 0-9600 baud 
•Fits standard telephone handsets 
•Preserves line sensitivity 
•Direct connection, not acoustical 
•Improved telecommunications 
•Insensitive to environmental noise 
•Weighs less than 1/4 lb . 
•Fits easily into a briefcase 
•Compatible with Group 3 facsimile 

equipment 

Circle 198 on reader service card. 



WGE Center, Route 202N 
Peterborough, NH 03458-1194 
(603) 924-9261 

Notice To Readers 

Dear Pico Reader, 
January 1, 1986 

Your interest in briefcase computers says a lot about you. You have the foresight to see the potential of laptop 
computer portability and you are willing to break ground with this new technology. Beginning with this issue, 
PICO will become PICO 's Journal of Briefcase Computing. 

The Journal will focus on you, the pico user, and your need for practical, workable applications of portable 
computing. The new format will cut our editorial lead time in half so you receive more valuable information, 
sound advice, and useful applications on a more timely basis. 

As with all innovations, it takes a little while for the marketplace to catch up with new technology. To take 
advantage of the briefcase computer industry's pioneering efforts, PICO 's Journal of Briefcase Computing 
will offer networking with other laptop owners, as well as reports of new developments and products. 

Journal features will include: 

•Information that will keep you in the forefront of briefcase computer technology and applications. 
•Tips for your increased enjoyment, knowledge and profit. 
•Free programs including valuable applications in word processing, data management, and im
proved operations. 

•An inexpensive classified advertising section that will enable you to network with other laptop 
owners. 

•An array of product reviews-your complete pico marketplace. 
•On target coverage of products and publications to improve your pico productivity. 
•Fascinating industry trends and trend-makers. 
•More interviews with enthusiastic owners (you perhaps?). 

And there's even more in store for you with the complete PICO group of publications for briefcase 
computing. As a PICO subscriber, you will receive: 

•Twelve issues of PICO 's Journal of Briefcase Computing. 
•1986 Directory of Briefcase Computing with listing ofover 300 programs, and more. 
•The PICO Yearbook with over 200 pages of pico facts, hints, and applications. 
•PICO portable computer action card decks. 

We' re changing to reflect the needs of our readers . We would welcome your reaction and comments on our 
changes in the months to come, and look forward to your participation in PICO 's Journal of Briefcase 
Computing. 
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by Wayne Green 

A m I the only pico user who has suf
fered the massive trauma of sudden 

memory loss? I've been through it so of
ten now I'm beginning to appreciate the 
value of backing up my files on tape, as 
much of a nuisance as it is. 

The first time I managed to cold start 
my 100 was when I was struggling to get it 
to dump something into Compuserve. I 
managed to hit the right keys to complete
ly erase the memory. English, notoriously 
weak when it comes to handling the ex
pression of feelings, was totally inade
quate when I realized what had happened. 
Perhaps no language could handle such an 
emotional overload. 

Great Expectations 

The files which I've built up in my pico 
are personal and precious. I add names to 
my address file carefully, not with any 
expectation of accidentally losing them 
later. Dates are entered in my calendar 
which are important-meetings with peo
ple, talks I 'm supposed to give. Many of 
these can be reconstructed, but it isn't 
easy. Have these occasional total memory 
losses been something which I alone have 
been suffering, or have you been through 
this disaster and kept quiet about it? 

I suggest it is time for pico users to 
consider a mass attack on the problems 
which bring about this catastrophe with an 
eye to eliminating that obviously life
shortening surprise. Frankly, I wonder if! 
might be justified in bringing a shortened
life suit against Radio Shack. Would any 
jury award less than $2 million for the 
aggravation I've suffered? 

The Rigors of the Frontier 

Perhaps I get it in the neck more often 
than you. I' m one of the first to get new 

memory expansion prod
ucts-and, much to the de
struction of my endocrine 
system, one of the first to 
suffer when these products 
viciously turn on me and de
stroy my memory. I was not 
aware when I ordered these 
new products that I would 
figuratively be throwing my 
emotional system on a bomb 
in order to protect my read
ers. And little thanks I get 
anyway, right? I should 
chalk it all up to the rigors of 
being a pioneer. 

If you've managed some 
way to experience the sud
den horror of a blank 
menu-or worse, a blank 
screen without even a 
menu-I'd like to hear from 
you. Let's have some horror 
sto ries. If this came from 
your be ing an early user of 
an add-on product, give me 
the deta ils. Did you get 
much (any) help from the manufacturer? 

The Model 100 sems to be able to clean 
the menu under several circumstances. 
I' ve had it happen when my battery was 
weak, though not weak enough to indicate 
on the low battery light. A printer dump at 
this time, and suddenly ... all gone. 

I tried an add-on memory unit. Golly 
that worked great. But after a couple of 
months its little battery died and so did 
that half of my memory. This was made 
worse by the needed batteries being diffi
cult to find-and the replacements, when 
found, being next to death's door, again 
losing my second memory bank a few 
days later. 

Another memory unit apparently was 
unable to co-exist with Lucid. Once you 
use Lucid you'll have a tough time being 
without it-it's a great spread sheet pro
gram in ROM. But when Lucid and a 
memory unit battle for the same memory 
address and kill my pico in the process, 
I'm mad. Well , I expect to be mad once I 
come up in tone from total shock at losing 
an entire week's work on a trip up through 
apathy to anger. 

You know, after that trauma of cold 
starting my 100 while trying to cope with 
Compuserve, I haven't yet had the 
courage to try again. One of these days I'll 
do it.+ 
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Grid Case 
(continued from cover) 

power, a keyboard port, and optional tele
phone line and video output jacks. The bat
tery is a Grid power pack containing re
chargeable nickel-cadmium batteries. 

The GridCase 2 Measures Up 

The LCD screen swings up from the front 
of the machine, pivoting about the middle of 
the case to reveal a 57-key keyboard , an 
unobtrusive low-battery light , a 
covered compartment that con
tains sockets for up to 512K of 
read-only memory (ROM) and 
a reset switch. 

The basic GridCase 2 , which 
comes with a built-in 3 Yi-inch 
disk drive and 128K of RAM, 
costs $3, 150 . Expanding the 
memory to 256K costs $600 (to 
512K, $1,200). It is Grid's poli
cy to send you a loaner machine 
for use while yours is at the fac
tory for an upgrade. 

constant load on the battery. I found, how
ever, that a Grid battery will last six hours 
under these circumstances. A second back
up battery pack would be a good idea. 

With the color video output option in
stalled and a monitor attached, I was able to 
stage computer-aided presentations for 
small groups of people. By connecting both 
a keyboard and a monitor to the machine, 
the Grid Case 2 rums into a system unit with 
one disk drive (plus whatever is on the ex-

DIN port in the back of the Grid. Presto! It 
feels like you're typing on a real PC. The 
GridCase 2 keyboard can be designated for 
work on-the-go. 

The LCD screen measures about nine by 
four inches and presents a standard 25-line 
by 80-colurnn display (64-0 pixels by 200 
pixels) on a background having an amber 
cast. Using the optional GridMaster soft
ware, the type fonts can be set from a mi
nuscule four by seven pixel size to a gargan-

tuan 24 by 32 pixels. The aspect 
ratio is right on-pie charts look 
like pie charts and not like egg 
charts. 

I was pleasantly surprised by 
the contrast and readability of 
the GridCase2 's screen. It's the 
best LCD screen I've seen. The 
contrast is adjustable with a 
switch on the side of the screen. 
Grid's engineers did not opt for 
a screen that has intermediate 
positions; the screen is designed 
to open to one pos ition. Of 
course, the screen is still limited 
by a narrow field of view, mak
ing it impractical to use for any 
audience of more than two. 

The Owner's Guide 

Grid offers external 5 1A-inch 
and 3 1/z-inch disk drives that 
connect to the GridCase 2 ' s ex
ternal bus; each drive costs 
about $ 1,000 (including cable). 
A 10-MB hard disk drive is also 
available for about $2,350. 

Top view of the keyboard. Note the function key clran in the upper right comer. 
The GridCa se Owner's 

Inside the GridCase 2, a 300/ 
1,200-baud internal modem is available as 
well as a color video output. For users who 
crunch large amounts of data, Grid will 
install an 8087 coprocessor for about $200. 
Each battery pack runs $60 and should last a 
couple of years. 

The GridCase 2 computer I reviewed fea
tured a built-in 1,200-baud modem, 5 12K 
of RAM memory, a color video output, and 
GridROMs containing MS-DOS 2. 11 and 
GridWrite and GridTerm. Throw in an ex
ternal 5 IA-inch disk drive and cable, and 
you can figure the hardware in the reviewed 
system runs just over $7 ,000. 

What's It Like? 

The GridCase 2 is no hardware hacker 's 
dream- there are no slots to fill , no switch
es to flip . The only DIP switches I en
countered were on the external 5 \l.i-inch 
disk drive. There are two of them and 
their use is fully documented in the man
ual. About the only time you get a glimpse 
of the machin'e's electronics is when 
you pry off the metal plate covering 
the ROM sockets to get at the reset switch. 
The GridCase 2 strives for minimum has
sles for the user and largely accomplishes 
its goal. 

Using the Grid is a real joy. My only real 
concern was how long the battery pack 
would last since I do a lot of data transfer by 
phone- the modem and disk drive are a 
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ternal bus); the LCD screen need never be 
used, except when the machine is taken on 
the road. 

Key Impressions 
My only major disappointment was the 

keyboard. Although the Grid keyboard 
does provide the user with all the function
ality of the IBM PC keyboard , getting at 
some characters requires a three-key com
bination. Some normally one-stroke opera
tions , such as Del and Ins, are two-key 
operations on the GridCase 2. 

The misplacement of the CTRL key, 
which is located in the lower left-hand cor
ner below the Shift key, is a serious flaw, 
particularly if you use a number of different 
computers at work. If you anticipate using 
the Grid as your main machine, this may not 
bother you-but take it from me, having to 
relearn where the CTRL key is every time 
you switch computers is a royal pain in the 
left little finger. 

Another minus is the lack of a numeric 
keypad. Although Grid makes up for this 
shortcoming by offering an accessory key
pad that plugs into the DIN keyboard port, 
Murphy 's Law says that the time you' ll 
need the keypad most urgently will be the 
time you leave it in the office. 

Of course, lack of a keypad and other 
quirks can be forgotten instantly by plug
ging your favorite PC keyboard into the 

Guide is an 80-page booklet that 
helps the new user set up the computer and 
acquaints him with the various parts of the 
machine . Various chapters cover optional 
equipment, the care and feeding of the disk 
drive, connection of devices on the external 
bus , troubleshooting, and maintenance. 
Appendices cover testing of the modem and 
provide DIP switch settings fo r external 
devices as well as Epson and Hewlett-Pack
ard printers and the Hayes Smartmodem. 

This booklet isn' t as slick as some of the 
other Grid documents, but it does its job. 
Don' t forget to pack this one when leaving 
for a business trip. 

Software 
Grid sells its own version of MS-DOS for 

the GridCase 2. The Grid version offers 
some fearures not available with PC-DOS 
or other types of MS-DOS. 

Among the most important of these fea
tures is a MODE command that augments 
the functionality of the PC-DOS MODE 
command by allowing the user to control 
devices unique to the Grid computer. For 
example, MODE allows power to be 
switched on and off to the Grid's internal 
modem and controls the modem's parame
ters. lt allows the display mode to be set for 
the display and the external monitor. 

Other differences are the ability of Grid 
MS-DOS to read, write, and format 3 Yz 
inch diskettes, the availability of an exten-



sive HELP utility, and the ability to support 
programs in ROM (including MS-DOS it
self). With MS-DOS in ROM, the user need 
never worry whether a diskette has a system 
on it; something I find to be a real 
convenience. 

My test for IBM PC compatibility is pret
ty simple: Can I take a PC diskette, insert it 
in the Grid and start to work? Well, nearly 
every MS-DOS program I could find to run 
on the Grid Case 2 did so without complaint. 
The list included MS-DOS heavyweights 
like Lotus 1-2-3 and WordStar, as well as 
programs like Whitesmiths' C compiler, 
PC-TALK, and IQLISP. 

My only misgivings about IBM compati
bility concern the format question: If you 
do"n't buy an external 5 'A-inch disk drive, 
you won't be able to use any copy-protected 
IBM software you may own on the larger 
disk format. Also, getting the software you 
need on the 3 'h-inch format may involve 
licensing hassles and additional outlays for 
programs you 've already paid for. 

If you 're not particularly enamored of 
IBM software and are looking for a tightly 
integrated set of programs to help you man-

771e optional external 5 !4 -inch disk drive is designed for stacking with the hard drive, 3 !IS-inch disk 
drive, and emergency power bauery pack (the connector at the back can be flipped up to plug into the next 
unit above). 

related files), the title and kind (analogized 
as a "first" name and a "last" name), and 
an optional password before retrieving an 
application. It's a bit awkward at first, but 
easy to get used to. 

The documentation, appropriately titled 
"Getting Started," eases the user into using 
Grid software with analogies to common 
gadgets Like file cabinets and phonograph 
records. Except for a lack of variety in 
typestyle to set off important text , it is com

plete and well
written. The 
"Grid Master 
User's Guide" 
does not share 
the type style 
problem, and is 
a well-written, 
understand
able guide in 
a professional 
format. 

GridManager 
is an applica
tion that helps 
the user man
age all the other 
files in the sys

it effectively. I suspect, however, that once 
mastered, it will play a central role in one's 
work. If you have not already wedded your
self to a set of MS-DOS programs, I'd say 
that if you're going to get a Grid computer, 
by all means take some time to check out the 
Grid software. 

Conclusions 

The Grid Case 2 offers the user, for whom 
price is not a crucial consideration, an ele
gant, powerful machine. It is not intended 
to be a "second" computer , but rather a 
portable desktop machine with all major 
desktop features, suitable for use in the of
fice or on the road.• 

Manuracturer's Specifications: 

Manufacturer: Grid Systems Corp., 
2535 Garcia Ave., Mountain View, CA 
94043 (800-222-GRJD). 

The connectors at the back of the Grid are all clearly labeled by the flip-down tern , and pro
suppon 0 11 the bouom. 771e pop-out bauery is on the right. vides s ign-on 

Price: $3, 150 with built-in 3 1h-inch disk 
drive of720K, and 128K of RAM; 80 by 
25 LCD; 80C86 microprocessor; serial 
and paralJel port; expansion bus; RJ- 11 
phone jack; DIN plug; clock/calendar; 
audio speaker; keyboard; AC power 
pack. 

age time and projects, you might want to 
consider using the proprietary Grid Operat
ing System (Grid-OS) in conjunction with 
GridMaster. This program provides a cal
endar, reminder list, activity scheduler, file 
folder, card file , organization chart, calcu
lator, and I 0-number phone memory from a 
main menu-and it lets the user run selected 
applications from that main menu. Other 
software available includes GridFile, a 
database manager; GridPlan, a spread
sheet ; GridPlot, a business graphics tool; 
and GridWrite, a text editor. 

From what I could tell , Grid software is 
menu-driven and revolves around what 
Grid calls the file form. This form requires 
the user to supply a device (where the file is 
stored), the subject (the group name for 

and s ign-off 
procedures for communications with Grid 
Central (a multipurpose telecommunica
tions service available to Grid owners), file 
server devices, or other sources. 

GridTerm and GridReformat are two 
programs designed to let owners of Grid 
microcomputers perform data transfer via 
telecommunications and to convert re
ceived data into a format suitable for other 
Grid applications. My only complaint with 
GridTerm is its lack of support for the popu
lar XMODEM file-transfer protocol. The 
documentation for these programs is also 
concise, well-written, and has a profession
al appearance. 

From my experience with Grid software, 
I don't doubt it will take a large investment 
in time and effort for a user to be able to use 

Options: Internal rechargeable battery 
pack ($60); 8087 coprocessor ($195); 
RGB internal color video port ($350); 
300/1,200 internal modem ($795) ; 
128K increment of RAM ($600); 
external disk drive ($1,000); I 0-MB 
hard disk drive ($2,350); battery 
pack ($60); Grid management, applica
tion, and communications software; 
for other available options contact 
manufacturer. 

Alex lane is a comrol systems engineer with an 
architect-engineer planner firm . Based in Jack
sonville, Fla., he writes anicles for Run, Por
table Companion, and various other national 
publications. 
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IBM Picks the Winner 
by Kevin Strehle 

Although a million CP /M computers have been 
sold, several million more run MS .. DOS. How did 
the business of computing arrive at a standard? 

I t was a nice piece of business fo r 
Seattle Computer. Their project to write 

an operating system for the 8086 processor 
was under way anyway-they needed it for 
their own hardware. So getting some up
front money to finish the sof1ware, plus 
$10,000 for each customer Microsoft li
censed it to , seemed like a great deal to 
Seattle Computer president Rob Brock. 

Brock had his first glimmer of doubt 
about the wisdom of the deal one day late in 
1980 when someone called Seattle Comput
er with a question. 

" I'm with IBM ," the voice said. " I want 
to know something about the operating sys
tem you ' re doing for us." 

" You're with WHO?" Brock asked, his 
voice rising incredulously. The man on the 
o ther end of the receiver said "oops" and 
hung up. 

When Brock mentioned the call to his 
employee T im Paterson, who was writing 
the software to the specifications of Micro
soft 's customer , the two laughed about it 
and wondered ifthat customer might really 
be Big Blue. It seemed odd and, even if the 
customer was IBM, not necessarily s ignifi
cant. The chance that IBM would be able to 
make much of a dent in the wide open world 
of microcomputers-far from the tightly 
controlled, large sale environment of 
IBM-seemed pretty small. No one compa
ny dominated the personal computer busi
ness, and it seemed unlikely that IBM 
would be more than just another player in a 
crowded fie ld . 

Who's the Boss? 

The one thing that did dominate personal 
computing was the CP/ M operating system. 
Nearly every microcomputer used it-even 
the Apple II , although it required an add-on 
board with a processor that ran the 8080 
instruction set. It seemed unreasonable that 
even IBM would switch from an industry 
standard as strong as CP/M. 

It was only when Paterson went to work 
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for Microsoft a few months later that he 
learned it was IBM. But even at the intro
duction of the IBM PC in August 198 1, it 
wasn' t clear that the MS-DOS operating 
system Tim Paterson had written, dubbed 
PC-DOS by the press-although IBM 
called it simply DOS-would be important. 

IBM introduced the PC with three operat
ing systems-PC-DOS, the p-system and 
CP/ M 86. Even the market research firn1 , 
Future Computing , wrote that the most sig
nificant aspect of the new machine was that 
the PC ran CP/ M. 

But CP/M was not to dominate the per
sonal computing world any longer, and Fu
ture Computing quickly changed its tune. 
Later reports by the Texas-based market 
research firm rated a new computer largely 
on a single factor: whether it could run 
off-the-shelf PC-DOS applications. 

Today, while laptop computers remain a 
stronghold fo r CP/M, the majority of the 
action in software development and micro
computer sales has been with MS/PC-DOS 
machines. 

How did it happen? Why did CP/M lose 
out to MS-DOS? Why is CP/M still impor
tant in the world of picocomputers? And 
what's the diffe rence anyway? Is MS-DOS 
any better than CP/M? 

The best way to answer these questions is 
to go back to the beginning . 

The Birth of CP/M 

In 1972, while Gary Kildall was teaching 
computer science at the U.S. Naval Post
graduate School in Monterey, Calif. , he 
became intrigued with one of the first of a 
new type of semiconductor part called a 
microprocessor. Although the four-bit Intel 
4004 was too limited to do anything useful, 
KildaJl 's cu riosity was piqued by the idea of 
a computer on a chip, and he decided to vi sic 
the Silicon Valley company that was mak
ing the things and see what else Intel had 
cooking. 

Kilda11 and the small group of engineers 

working on microprocessors at Intel hit it 
off, and soon KildaJl found himself com
muting inland from his ocean-side home 
one day a week to work at Intel. Using a 
minicomputer to simulate Intel's new eight
bit microprocessor, the 8008, Kildall soon 
had created a version of the PL- I language 
that ran on it. 

Kildall took one of the systems Intel sold 
as an aid in developing software for the new 
microprocessors as partial payment fo r his 
work. Although his students at the Institute 
loved to play with the 8008-based micro
computer (which was soon upgraded with 
the more powerful 8080 and a high-speed 
tape reader), Kildall knew it needed real 
data storage if it was going to be truly use
ful. He did some work for Shugart Associ
ates in 1972 in exchange for one of the early 
eight-inch floppy disk drives. But KildaJl, 
no hardware expert , failed in designing a 
controller board to interface the drive with 
his computer. 

It was not until 1973 , with John Torode 
from the University of Washington design
ing the hardware, that KiJdall was able to 
write a simple operating system to control 
the transfer of data between the computer 
and the disk drive. 

Despite the acronym DOS, which stands 
for Disk Operating System, there is more to 
such software than the kernel that Kildall 
had written to control the d isk drive. How
ever, Kildall wasn't focusing his attention 
on fleshing out his operating system kernel. 
The project he had great hopes for was a 
microprocessor-based horoscope machine 
that he and a friend built and installed in 
sto res all around San Francisco. Although 
the work didn ' t pay off in the anticipated 
deluge of quarters-the mechanical part of 
the machine tended to jam after it had print
ed j ust a few horoscopes-it rounded out 
Kildall's kernel. 

When he tacked the software develop
ment tools (an editor. assembler and debug
ger that aided the production of language 
the microprocessor understood) he had 
used to develop the horoscope program on
to his kernel, Kildall had all the tools need
ed to write and run useful programs. 

When Kildall showed his Control Pro
gram/ Monitor (CP/M for short) to the pow
ers that were at Intel. they said it had no 



com merc ia l po tential. The company 
thought its microprocessors would end up 
largely in watches, calculators and appli
ances, not in the kind of general-purpose 
microcomputers hobbyists were building. 

so CP/ M and the Z80 microprocessor on 
which it ran became a kind of standard by 
default. 

Not all computer manufacturers offered 
CP/ M. Radio Shack substituted its propri-

the microcomputer business as rumored, 
Microsoft should do anything it could to be 
a part of it-because IBM succeeded at 
nearly everything it tried. 

Microsoft's BASIC interpreter had been 
an integral part of nearly ev
ery personal computer sold, 
and Microsoft's other lan
guages were popular among 
software developers. Micro
soft president Bill Gates knew 
microcomputers and the per
sonal computer market as well 
as anyone. Thus it was no sur
prise when IBM asked Micro
soft to make a proposal about 
developing languages for its 
planned mach ine and detail 
what the features of that ma
chine should be. 

Gary Kildall. operating system pioneer, rook his Control Program/Monitor andfonned Digital Research, Inc. 

No, it was no surprise that 
the computing industry veter
ans listened to president Bill 
Gates extol the new genera
tion of 16-bit chips and the 
need for a disk drive-they 
were thinking of an 8-bit ma-

Thus it was that Kildall , encouraged by 
his wife Dorothy, formed a company called 
Intergalactic Digital Research, placed ads 
in a few magazines and began to sell his 
CP/M . As the business became more seri
ous, the Kildalls incorporated as Digital 
Research, Inc. (ORI). Dorothy, to avoid 
any "just his wife" stigma, began using her 
maiden name, McEwen. When they sold 
Imsai unlimited rights to CP/ M for $25 ,000 
in 1977 , Digital Research became a full 
time enterprise with Gary running research 
and development and Dorothy handling the 
business side. 

When the ability to utilize a disk drive and 
its Z80 microprocessor (which was fas ter 
than the 8080 but ran the same instruction 
set) gave Imsai an edge over its chief com
petition, MITS (maker of the fi rst commer
cially successful personal computer, the Al
tair), other emerging microcomputer com
panies began to make the trek to Digital 
Research in Paci fic Grove, a suburb of 
Monterey . 

Tarbell Electronics, Digital Microsys
tems, Heath Electronics and the dozens of 
other companies that licensed the CP/M 
operating system had good reasons for the 
trip. It was cheaper to license the operating 
system Kildall had developed and tailor it to 
a particular Z80-bascd microcomputer than 
it was to develop an operating system from 
scratch. More important , a machine on 
which CP/ M ran could run the application 
programs that had been written for other 
CP/ M machines. The only operat ing sys
tems in competition with CP/ M were limit
ed to a single manufacturer' s machine, and 

etary TRS-DOS for the Z80-based TRS-80 
computers, for example. But many TRS-80 
users bought a version ofCP/M tailored for 
the Radio Shack machines by othe r compa
nies , such as Pickles and Trout, in order to 
run all the CP/ M software. 

The most popular personal computer in 
1980 was unquestionably the Apple II , 
which couldn ' t run CP/M because it was 
based on the 6502 instead of the 8080 or 
Z80. Although much credit for the success 
of Apple's machine has to be given to the 
first spreadsheet, VisiCalc (which at first 
ran only on the Apple 0 under Apple's 
proprietary DOS), many Apple II owners 
bought an add-on card for their machines 
that included a Z-80 processor, memory 
and the CP/M operating system . This al
lowed them to run the ever-increasing pool 
of business software being written for 
DRI 's operating system, including Word
star and dBASE II. 

The most popular of such cards was the 
Softcard,developed and sold by Microsoft. 
In fact, sales of the Softcard were so high 
that Microsoft became DRI's largest cus
tomer for CP/M. As 1980 rolled to an end, 
that fact was soon to take on an ironic twist. 

CP/M Upgraded 

When IBM decided to enter the micro
computer business, it went to Microsoft
on one-day's notice-for advice on what 
kind of machine to build and for several key 
pieces of software. Gates had to cancel an 
appointment with Atari's chairman Ray 
Kassar in order to meet with IBM, but he 
did it on the theory that if IBM was ente ring 

chine with a cassette inter
face. But it was a bit of a surprise when an 
IBM official responded by asking Gates to 
sell IBM CP/M as well. Gates patiently 
explained that CP/M belonged to a compa
ny 1,000 miles down the coast, DRI, head
ed by Gary Kildall. Gates dialed DRI's 
number and handed the phone to an IBM 
representative, who made an appointment 
for the next day. 

Legend has it that Kildall was out on a 
joyride in his plane when IBM came call
ing. Actually, Kildall already had an ap
pointment with a customer in Silicon Valley 
the next day and, unlike Gates, dec ided to 
keep it. After all, Dorothy McEwan always 
handled the business end of things with the 
firm's legal counsel anyway-why should a 
meeting with IBM be any different? 

After concluding his business, Kildall 
flew back in the late afternoon and joined 
the meeting in progress, but th ings weren' t 
going well. McEwan and DRI's legal coun
sel Jerry Davis had balked at the nondisclo
sure agreement IBM had asked them to 
sign, because it contained a clause that 
specified any information revealed in the 
meeting would become IBM's to use as it 
pleased. Since the meeting was about 
CP/M, McEwan thought such an agree
ment amounted to giving away the store, 
and refused to sign. The IBM representa
tives were on the verge of leaving when 
Kildall arrived. 

Kildall , famil iar with IBM· sway of doing 
things, knew IBM was an honorable com
pany. The nondisclosure document was 
meant to protect IBM from lawsuits in the 
event it later marketed similar technology 
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that had been developed independently 
within IBM. With KildaJl's reassurances, 
the nondisclosure agreement was signed , 
the meeting proceeded and, according to 
Kildall, went rather well. 

Gary and Dorothy , as it happened, were 

fine , provided a few changes were made, 
Microsoft negotiated rights to Seartle Com
puter's 8086 DOS. 

What Microsoft had really contracted for 
was the work ofa pe rson it knew quite well. 
Seattle Computer 's Tim Paterson had taken 

the first couple of cracks 
at designing Microsoft' s 
Z80 Softcard card for the 
Apple before another en
gineer finished up. Mi
c rosoft was also familiar 
with Pa terson 's latest 
produc t , a processor 
board for scientific and 
engi neering compute rs 
based on the new 16-bit 
8086 chip from Intel: Mi
crosoft had used the board 
while writing its new BA
SIC for the 8086 and its 
compatible cousin, the 
8088. The board was one 
of the first implementa
tions of Intel's new chip. 
It was done so early that 
the documentation from 
which Paterson began de
s igning in June was dated 
July, and talked about five 
a nd eig ht MHz chips 
when on ly four MH z 
chips were available. 

Bill Gates, chairman of Microsoft, negotiated rights to Sea11/e Comput
er 's 8086 DOS for IBM. 

The operating system 
Paterson was writing fo r 
his newboard was to be 
CP/M compatible so that 
CP/M programs for the 
eight-bit Z80 could sim
ply be translated and run 
unchanged on the new 16-
bit 8086. Paterson had no 
access to CP/M other than 

about to leave on vacation and had scats on 
the flight that took the IBM representatives 
back to Boca Raton , Fla. Discussion contin
ued amiably during the flight , according to 
Gary, and they agreed to get back together 
after the Kildalls returned from vacation. 

It never happened. Bill Gates has said the 
problem was Kildall's expression of reluc
tance to modi fy CP/M for IBM's require
ments; Kildall believed a standard was a 
standard . In any case, IBM eventually came 
back to Microsoft and asked if the Bellevue, 
Wash., firm could do an operating system, 
as well as the languages. It added only an
other 10 pe rcent or so to the amount of code 
Mic rosoft was to write for the new ma
chine; more important, Microsoft knew the 
operating system under development at 
Seattle Compute r nearly fit the bill. When 
Microsoft had described that operating sys
tem in writing and IBM agreed it wou ld be 
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its documentation , how
ever. and used as his chief 

model the CP/M look-alike operating sys
tem called CDOS that ran on the Cromenco 
machine they used at Scartle Computing. 

Thus it was that some of the improve
ments of Paterson's DOS over CP/M were 
accidental. If CP/ M encountered an open 
disk drive door when it was trying to read 
from a disk, for example. it would crash. 
Paterson 's operating system , like the CP/ M 
look-alike he used as a model, responded to 
an open door with an "Abort , retry or ig
nore?" message. 

Some improvements were Paterson's 
idea, however. You could halt a program 
that was running under CP/M (and CDOS) 
only by rebooting the machine. Paterson 
decided the ability to "break" the operation 
of a program and return to the operating 
system prompt made more sense. He also 
thought that the need for the PIP utility 
program to be on the disk when you wanted 

to copy a file made no sense; nor did the 
terms PIP and " = " to describe the action 
of copying a fi le. Thus he decided to embed 
a file copying command with more sensible 
syntax right into his operating system. And 
whereas CP/M could destroy files if a user 
switched disks without telling CP/M such a 
switch had been made, Pate rson made MS
DOS look at the disk in the drive before it 
wrote to it to prevent such disasters . 

Pe rhaps the key thing Paterson tried to do 
was to speed up read and write operations. 
Borrowing from the compiled BASIC, he 
had helped Mic rosoft put on his 8086 
board , he made his operating system keep 
information about files-called FA Ts (File 
Attribute Tables)-in memory instead of on 
the disk, which speeded fi le operat ions 
considerably. 

It turned out that Paterson's DOS was not 
perfectly compatible with CP/M, however, 
because-at least according to Paterson
some of the features he copied from CP/ 
M's documentation did not work exactly as 
documented. 

The key difference between the operating 
syste.ms, however, was due to differences 
between the chips for which they were writ
ten. The Z80 processor that CP/ M was de
signed for could address only 64K bytes of 
memory, while the 8088 and 8086 proces
sors Paterson wrote his DOS for could ad
dress one Megabyte ( l ,OOOK bytes) of 
memory. IBM, through Microsoft, told Pa
terson to use only 640K bytes of that memo
ry and reserve the remaining 360K bytes for 
the system's use. Even so, it was hard to 
imagine that programmers would ever need 
more than a 10-fold increase in memory. It 
augcred much-improved programs for the 
next generation of personal computers. 

This key improvement of Paterson's 
DOS over CP/ M was also a feature of Digi
tal Research's CP/ M-86, of course, since it 
also ran on the more advanced chips. So 
why did MS-DOS win? 

IBM Picks the Winner 

CP/M-86 was only a plan on a blackboard 
on that fateful day in 1980 when IBM called 
on DRI. Unfortunately, IBM never called 
back, and Kildall was unaware of the proj
ect 's process until , shortly before the IBM 
PC was to be introduced in August of 198 1. 
IBM returned and asked him to write an 
operating system for its new machine. Since 
demand for the Z80-based CP/M had not 
abated, not much work had been done yet 
on CP/ M for the 8086; a team immediately 
got to work. 

In retrospect, it is clear lBM wanted 
CP/M only as a backup in case its new 
ope rating system did not ga in suppo rt 
among third party developers. IBM had 
clearly stacked the cards in its DOS' s favor. 
The price of PC-DOS was $40 compared to 



$250 for CP/M-86. Moreover, ORI was 
unable to ship CP/ M-86 for a fu ll year after 
the PC's introduction, whereas PC-DOS 
was not only ready on the day of introduc
tion, the programs fBM sold fo r the ma
chine ran on it. CP/M-86 never overcame 
DOS 's headstart . 

As it turned out, the need for MS-DOS to 
have CP/M compatibility was not signifi
cant. Rather than translate old programs 
that ran in 64K, most developers wrote new 
software that took advantage of the in
creased addressing space of the new IBM 
machine's operating system. Without it , the 
power and ease of use of such programs as 
Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE Ill and MultiMate 
would not have been possible. Without that 
extra addressing space, the fBM PC could 
not have been the overwhelming success it 
was. 

The Best OS for Picos 

For pico machines , however, such power 
is not always necessary. If a machine's in
tended tasks are note taking, simple com
munication via modem , limited number 
crunching and simple custom applications, 
the extra expense of more memory and a 
more powerful processor may not be justi
fied. For many laptop machines , CP/M and 
a Z80 is just the ticket. 

On the other hand , if compatibility with 
all the software one uses in the personal 
computer back at the office is called for , 
MS-DOS and the 8088 is the operating sys
tem of choice. 

MS-DOS has continued to improve, but 
many of the improvements are of limited 
value for today 's picos. Versions 2.0 and 
higher of MS-DOS incorporate a hierarchi
cal file structure that facilitates keeping 
things straight on a large capacity disk, a 
need that's less than dire on today's laptop 
machines, since the power draw and bulk of 
large capacity hard disks is currently more 
than can be handled. 

Yet, there can be no doubt that MS-DOS 
has ecl ipsed CP/ M. Although a million 
CP/ M computers have been sold , several 
million more run MS-DOS . In the world of 
operating-system specific magazines, it is 
CPIM Users Guide versus PC , PC World , 
PC Tech Journal , and PC Week. In the 
world of software publishing , the odds are 
even higher in favor of MS-DOS. And if 
you need further proof, look no further than 
to Digital Research 's latest operating sys
tem, Concurrent DOS : it is MS-DOS com
pat ible. The tables have been turned. • 

Kevi11 Strehlo is the Janner coordi11ator of PC 
Week 's Rumor Cemral. He is curremly a free
lance writer specializi11g in IBM PC-related 
topics. 

International Electricity 
by Clifford Roth 

H ere's a must for the picoist traveling around the world: An international voltage 
chart. Most countries have 50-cycle AC, whereas the U.S. has 60-cycle. This 

difference is usually inconsequential , but if you want to be absolutely sure it won't 
maner, get an adaptor whose maximum current rating (number of amps) is at least 20 
percent higher than what 's listed on the original adaptor. 

COUNTRY 

AFRICA 
Gabon 
Nigeria 
South Africa 
Sudan 

ASIA 
Australia 
China 
Hong Kong 
India 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Philippines 
Singapore 
South Korea 
Taiwan 

EUROPE 
Austria 
Belgium 
France 
West Germany 
Great Britain 
Greece 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Poland 
Soviet Union 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 

MIDEAST 
Algeria 

Egypt 
Iran 
Iraq 
Kuwait 
Saudi Arabia 

WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Canada 
Chile 
Colombia 
Equador 
Mexico 
Peru 
Venezuela 

(* varies from city to c ity) 

VOLTAGE (AC) 

220/380v 50-cycle 
220/400v 50-cycle 
250v 50-cycle 
220v 60-cycle 

240v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
200v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
I IOv, 50-cycle 
I OOv, 50-cycle 
I 10/220v, 60-cycle 
240v, 50-cycle 
220v, 60-cycle 
11 Ov, 60-cycle 

220v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
240v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50 cycle ( 11 Ov DC on some islands) 
* l I 5v, I 27v, or 220v. 50-cycle 
220/380v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
l27/220v, 50-cycle 
l 25v, 50-cycle 
220/380v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 

* 127 /220v or 220 
380v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
220/380v, 50-cycle 
200-240v, 50-cycle 
220/380v, 60-cycle 

220v, 50-cycle 
* 11 Ov or 220v, 60 cycle 
I IOv, 60-cycle 
220v, 50-cycle 
*100, 110, or 150v, 60-cycle 
I OOv, 60-cycle 
l IOv, 60-cycle 
220v, 60-cycle 
J IOv, 60-cycle 

.. 
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Hardware Review: Melard Technologies' Access 

ACCESS: 
The Tom Thumb Of Picos 
by Jason Rich 

Access, a petite customized pico,is tailored 
to fit your needs and practically your pocket. 
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M e lard Technologies has recog
ni zed the inconveniences of te le

communications on the go-and has come 
to the rescue with Access . Manufactured 
entirely from "off the shelf parts" for ease 
in cus tomization, the Access has the power 
of portable computers packed into an al
most pocket-sized unit. 

For computing power and memory the 
Access uses an eight-bit CMOS micropro
cessor. The unit weighs just 24 ounces and 
measures 8 \.4 by 3 :i4 by I :i4 inches. Its 
flip-up 8 line by 40 character LCD display 
(equaling that o f the TRS-80 Model I 00) is 
manufactured by Epson and is compact yet 
easily readable in most lighting situations. 

Access is powered by the Polaroid #P500 
lithium power pack which is thin, light
weight and can be purchased in most hard
ware or camera stores. Using this power 
pack, the unit is supplied for up to 12 hours 
of continuous operation . A rechargeable 
battery pack is now under development by 
Melard for availability in the near future. 

A Pocket- or a Picocomputer 

Because Access is a cross between a 
pocket computer and a portable notebook 
computer, the size of the keyboard is small . 
Touch typing, and consequently word pro
cessing , on the 49 soft-touch s ilicon rubber 
keys is difficult. Long memos and letters 
can take some time to type-but entry o f a 
short telex to be sent from a pay phone via 
MCI Mail is a speedy process. 

Melard Technologies sees the Access as a 
computer ''designed to be redesigned .'' 
Therefore, plans to sell the unit on the end
user retail market are limited. The unit is 
geared to big volume corporate buyers and 
Value Added Resellers who will use the unit 
fo r specialized applications designed in an 
assortment of programming languages, in
cluding C and assembler language. A spe
cial package called ADAS allows applica
tions to be designed on the IBM PC and 
transferred permanently to the Access unit. 



''The Access 
was designed for 
telecommuting. " 

Some "generic" applications which can be 
used in conjunction with customized appli
cations are a telecommunications program, 
a cext ed itor and address book, scheduler, 
alarm clock and calculator application. 

According to a Melard representative, 
specialized applications are now being de
veloped to include applications for elec
tronic banking and for data/order entry and 
retrieval in such fields as medicine, in
surance, real estate and finance. Also in the 
works are special programs for connecting 
the Access to host computers 
and major on-line information 
services, such as Dow Jones 
News Retrieval and MCI Mail. 

T he Raison d 'Etre 

Each of these applications 
invo lves telecommunica
t ions-the Access was de
s ig ned fo r telecommut ing. 
Telecommunications with Ac
cess is fast and easy. To con
nect to a host computer, the 
acoustic cups merely need to 
be connected to the side of the 
Access, the unit turned on, and 
the telecommunications appli
cation selected. A standard 
telephone is required. At the 
present time, the Access has a 
built -i n 300 baud modem 
which does not have auto dial 
or auto answer features. Fu
ture enhancements and options 
will include a direct connect 
1,200 baud modem and an RS-
232 cable for connecting Ac
cess to a desktop computer via 
a direct connect cable. A cable 
for connecting the Access to a printer and 
other peripherals including VAR code read
ers will be introduced in the future by 
Melard. 

The $499 to $995 unit price is dependent 
upon the number of units purchased, and 
the type of Access unit required fo r the 
application(s) required. 

Access is a well -built , pocket-like por
table with much potential. User-fr iendly, 
menu-driven software is being developed 
to e l iminate the problem of the small 
keyboard and l imited text editing cap
ab ilit ies. Because the unit is excellent 
for receiving electronic mail and telexes-it 
requires no computer knowledge to operate 
o nce the customized so ft ware has 

been developed-business managers, sales 
representatives, and people who work "out 
in the field" will find many uses for this 
computer. 

Melard Technologies is prepared to 
provide its clients with technical sup
port and will modify the computer's 

hardware and software for specific applica
tions.• 

Jaso11 Rich, presidem of Software Riches, a 
ponable compwer software de1•elopmem jinn, is 
the associate producer of771e Compmer Con11ec
tio11, an AP national radio program. 

A flip-up eight-line by 40-
character LCD display and a 
keyboard of 49 keys accom
modate compact word pro
cessing. 

To co1111ect ACCESS to a host computer, the acoustic cups are co1111ected to rhe side of the 
/i11/e unir and the teleco1111111111icatio11s application is selected for 300 baud tra11s111issio11. 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Manufacturer : Melard Technologies 
Inc., Five Westchester Plaza 
Elmsford , New York 10523 
(9 14-592-3044). 

Price/Options: Three end-user Access 
units range in price from $775 to $900. 
The price includes the Access unit plus 
the acoustic cups, software (in ROM), 
AC adapter, carrying case, and manual. 
The Access units a re available only from 

a limited number of specialized comput
er dealers such as regional MCI Mail 
representatives. 

The following lists RAM/ ROM mem
ory combinations: The $775 unit offers 
48K on board and 16K RAM cartridge; 
the $825 unit offers 56K memory on 
board and a 32K RAM cartridge; the 
$900 unit offers a 56K memory on board 
and a 64K RAM cartridge. These end 
user models contain all of the "generic" 
Access software already described. 
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Leavin' On A Jet Plane 
by Elizabeth M. Ferrarini 

H o ng Kong. Newark . Whether 
you ' re traveling for business or plea

sure, there are several electronic services that 
can help you save time and money before you 
take off. 

The most popular travel service is the Offi
cial Airline Guides-Electronic Edition (OAG
EE) (200 Clearwater Drive. Oak Brook. Ill. . 
60521 , 312-654-6247). Based on the OAF 
North American and Worldwide paper edition, 
the OAG-EE features schedules and fares for 
about 1.5 million direct and connecting (that is, 
stopping at a city en route) nights for more than 
700 domestic and foreign airlines serving 
105,000 pairs of cities. All of this information 
is updated and accessible 24 hours a day . 

offlight schedule and 20 cents for each fare you 
display. You can also access the OAG-EE 
through third-party services such as Compu
Serve, The Source, and others. However, 
you 'll save money by accessing the OAG-EE 
directly. The third-party services waive the $50 
fee, but charge an hourly fee of about $30 
during prime time and $2 1 during non prime 
time. Of course, if you' re in a hurry and use 
any of these services, then spend the money and 
access the OAG-EE. 

Besides TravelShopper, CompuServe has 
other travel databases such as Worldwide Ex
change. listings of vacation homes and yachts 
for rent; A-Z Travel Databases, listings of ho
tel rooms; and Department of State's Travel 
Advisory Service, political and economic low
downs about foreign countries. None of these 
databases has a surcharge. 

Before booking passage on the Love Boat, 
consult Laxessa lnternational's CompuTrav, 
an electronic directory of cruises and tours at 
below basement prices. Laxessa (622 Broad
way, New York, N.Y., 10012, 212-759-8555) 
gets its information from travel clearing houses 
offering last-minute vacancies at lower-than
low cost. The easy-to-use-service has a one
time $30 fee and a SI monthly minimum. You 
pay 20 cents per minute of connect time for 
either baud rate at any time of day. This service 
doesn't use a network.+ 

Using the OAG-EE is easy once you've 
learned the commands. such as /F for fares and 
IS for schedules. The service does have a refer
ence card that you might want to pack with your 
pico. 

This service, which is available directly 
through GTE Telenet, charges a one-time $50 
fee and I 0 cents per minute of connect time for 
either baud rate any time of day. In addition to 
these charges, you pay 30 cents for each chunk 

Eventually, the OAG-EE will allow you to 
make night reservations. But until this feature 
happens, you can check in with TWA-Trav
elshopper on CompuServe. This database also 
has up-to-the-minute night schedules and fares 
for almost every airline in the world . Trav
elshopper goes one step further by allowing 
you to make and change confirmed reserva
tions 24 hours a day . Travel shopper will for
ward your reservation requests to any of the 
more than 4.000 travel agents using TWA's 
PARS reservation and ticketing system. You 
can specify where you want to pick up the 
tickets. CompuServe levies a slight surcharge 
for this database. 

Elizabeth Ferrarini is 1/ie awhor of the book Con
fessions of an lnfoman iac and lnfomania: The 
Guide to Essential Electronic Services. 

Word Finder by TerryKepner 

W ord Finder, an electronic thesaurus .is a dynamite accessory for 
anyone who uses a word processor on a regular basis. It's a 

simple and elegant tool for writers that will pay for itself in a remarkably 
short time. Its use is effortless- just press two keys and wait for the 
result. 

Word Finder is a 90,000 word (9,000 key words) electronic thesaurus 
that integrates itself into your word processor so that you can easily and 
quickly find alternatives to words that aren't quite right for what you 
want to say. Word Finder is compatible with these popular word proces
sors: Wordstar, Wordstar 2000, Multimate, Word Perfect , IBM Writ
ing Assistant, PFS:Write, Microsoft Word, and Easy Writer II , with 
many other versions under development. And it is available fo r both 
CP/M and MSDOS operating systems. The program takes up 25K on 
your disk and the word fi le takes only I 56K. 

Getting Started 

There are two easy methods of installing Word Finder on your 
computer system: You can run the installation program included on the 
disk, or you can describe your system to Writing Consultants when you 
order the product. They will do all the preliminary work. With this last 
option, you just copy the Word Finder program to your word processor 
disk and start working. When you want to use the word processor, just 
type SF at your DOS prompt. 

With MSDOS machines such as the Data General One. Word Finder 
displays the word closest in spelling to the one you want to replace, as 
well as the fifteen words before and fourteen words after it in alphabeti
cal order. Thus you can check to see if you misspelled the word or if one 
similar in meaning is nearby. CP/M versions of Word Finder do not 
support this feature. This feature lets you sec if you inadvertently chose 
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a plural form ofa word in the key list (i. e .. detects instead of detect). 

The Found Word 

When the word is found. it is displayed in the Word Finder box with a 
word form descriptor and a list of synonyms. If the word has several 
forms (adjective. adverb, verb. etc.) the proper descriptor is displayed 
at the head of each list of synonyms. For example, the word short can be 
used as an adjective, verb, or adverb. Word Finder displays all the 
synonyms of short as an adjective , followed by all the synonyms of it as 
a verb, and fi nally the synonyms of it as an adverb. 

When you find the replacement word you want , place the cursor on it 
using the directional keys and press the RETURN key. Word Finder 
takes the word and automatically places it in the proper position in your 
document. If you don't find a word to your liking. just press the escape 
key to return to your word processor. 

And that's all there is to the program's use: Put the cursor on the word 
to be replaced , call Word Finder by pressing the proper two keys, select 
the replacement word with the directional keys, and press RETURN. 

The Word Finder's documentation is barely eleven pages long, which 
is all that is needed for this simple program. Interesting is Word Find
er's unusual method of copy protection: Your name and address are 
incorporated as an integral part of the program. Every time you run the 
program, your name, address, and registration number are displayed. 
Giving away copies of the program will void the registration number
and cut the user off from future support, should it be needed-plus 
spread the user' s name and address around the computer hacker 
community. 

Word Finder is a fast and simple utility for writers that eliminates the 
need for thick books to find the right word. 

Word Finder. Writing Consultants . 300 Main St .. East Rochester. NY 
14445. 716-377-0130. $'19.95. 



When Killer Strikes, 
Picos Need Security 
Richard Ramella 

B ack in the office after lunch, I found 
this message on my pico: Killer was 

here-?SN Error. Security had been 
breached. When important programs and 
text files are in a computer , curious or mali
cious button pushers can be dangerous. So, 
the next day I put in this Basic listing, typed 
RUN, pressed enter and went for a ham
burger: 
100 CLS: PRINT " Please don't touch key
board." 
110 X$=INKEY$:1F X$=" THEN 110 
120 CLS: PRINT "Your photo has just been 
taken." 
130 SOUND RND (1)* 10000, l :GOTO 130 

I returned to hear pico tones. Killer had 
struck but been frightened off. I wished. 

The same program the next day got this 
response: I'm learning. Killer. The flimsy 
security program was erased. There was no 
?SN error, so killer had learned how to 
print. 

What to Do Next 

The best answer was to lock up the pico 
when absent. But that would have passed up 
a chance to test some security ideas in what 
became an interesting game for me and 
Killer. I wrote the following listing in Ba
sic: 
100 Print "Can you erase this?" 

I saved it in an unus ual way . In 
Basic mode, I typ ed A$= 
CHR$(8) =". BA " and pressed enter . 
Then I typed SAVE " RAM :"+A$ 
and pressed enter again. On the menu was 
a new Basic program listed only as .BA . 
I discovered I couldn't e rase it except 
by cold-starting the computer and wiping 
out all memory. 

Next , I opened a text file by naming 
it TEST, and again asked the mystery 
intruder to try to dest roy the file. The 
quote mark at the end of the file name 
stymied Killer. The nonnal text file kill 
command won't work-KILL "TEST" 
.DO"-because you can 't type a quote 
within a quote in Basic. Since I was still a 
bit more sophisticated than my adversary, 
I could kill the text fi le by typing 
KILL"TEST " =CHR$(34) +". DO". 

C HR$(34) is ASCII for the d ouble 
quote mark. 

Now Killer couldn 't destroy Basic or text 
files wholesale, but could still get into, read 
and change them. My next step was a brief 
Basic listing which encodes and decodes 
text files. It's Listing l with this article. To 
run it, answer the file name prompt with the 
name of a text file in memory. Type it in 
capital letters without the . DO extension 
and press enter. Type C to encode or D to 
decode. It works at about 33 characters a 
second, POKEing the new characters over 
the old in the text file. 

A caution: Plain text must be made of 
only the characters apparent on your key
board. If you get an FC error message, 
you've tried either to code or decode mate
rial already in the requested state. No hann 
is done; the program just ends. 

Killer could now change, but not under
stand sens itive text files. This still wasn't 
enough. So I tried one last ploy. It's Listing 
2, Hider. Be careful when you choose to run 
it. It will erase the name of every text and 
Basic file from the menu. You can still 
maneuver the menu cursor over the invisi
ble files and get into them. But in the menu 
mode they appear empty. And you can' t 
change them back. You can go into a file 
and save it to tape, giving it a fi le name as 
you do so. 

I put a smug challenge to Killer on the 
screen and left the office for an hour. When 
I got back I found the computer was empty 
of memory. Killer had learned how to shut 
down and cold-start the system. 

That was game's end. The next time I left 
my office, I unhooked the pico and hid it. In 
its place I left a note: Killer, you win! 

A Valuable Lesson 

The lesson I learned was valuable. There 
are all sorts of tricks to be played to thwart 
casual snoops. However, a pico is an open 
channel and detennined people don' t stay 
ignorant long. You can encrypt, protect and 
obscure in many useful ways , but the best 
method is one available only with a true 
pico. It 's small enough to be easily locked in 
a desk drawer. 

Listing 1 with Killer: CODER 

100 REM* Coder 
I 10 MAXFILES = 1: CLS: CLEAR 250: 

DEFSTR A-G:X=639 19 
120 INPUT "Name of text file";F 
130 JNPUT "<C>ODEOR <D> 

ECODE";C 
140 IFC="C" OR C="c" THEN L= 100 

ELSEL =-100 
150IFJNSTR("CcDd",C)=OTHEN CLS: 

GOTOl30 
160X=X+ I: IFPEEK(X)=OTHEN 160 

ELSE IF X > 64128 THEN PRINT "No 
such test file in system. ": END 

170 IF PEEK (X)> 192 THEN 160 
180 Kl = PEEK (X+ l)= PEEK(X +2) 

*256 
190 FOR R= XTO X+ IO:D= 

D+ CHR$(PEEK(R)):NEXT R: PRINT 
200TFINSTR(D,F) = OTHEN 160 
2100PEN "RAM: "+F+".DO" FOR 

INPUT AS I: CLS: PRINT "Working" 
220 IF EOF( I) THEN 240 ELSE 

B= INPUT$(1, I) 
230 POKE Kl + Ql ,ASC(B)+ L: 

QI = Q l + I: GOT0220 
240 CLS: BEEP: PRINT "See new version": 

END 

Listing 2 with Killer: l:DDER 

100 REM* HIDER 
110 CLS: CLEAR 250. DEFSTR A-G: 

X=639 19 
120 H$= "-.-" +STRING$(5,32) 
130X=X+ 1: IFPEEK(X)=O THEN 130 
140 IF X>64128 THEN PRINT "work 

done.": END 
150 lF PEEK(X)> 192 AND 

PEEK(X)< > 128 THEN 130 
160 K 1 = PEEK(X + 1) + PEEK(X + 2)*256 
170 IF Kl <32000 THEN 130 
180 V= O: FOR Q=X + 3 TO X+ 10: 

V= V+ I 
190 POKEQ,ASC(MJD$(H$,V, I)) 
200 NEXT: GOTO 130:END 

Richard Ramella is the awhor of two books a11d 
numerous anicles 011 computers. His columns 
and programs have appeared in various publi
cations. 
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This May Be 
Your Gold Mine 
by Mark Robinson 

Customize your customer data base, 
generate analytical reports, and provide 
excellent customer service with the pow
eiful PROSPECTING software. 

T he telephone company often deserves 
complaints , but they do deserve credit 

for efficiency with customer data . Have you 
noticed that-when you give the sales de
partment your phone number-they know, 
almost immediately , who you are, where 
you live, and what kind of telephone system 
you have? This high level of organization 
can be a part of any business with a market
ing management system called Prospecting. 
With the instant access to customer files that 
Prospecting provides, departments of sales, 
marketing, and advertising can offer an un
precedented level of customer service. 
Once Prospecting is configured to the com
puter, customized to the business, and filled 
with customer infonnation, it offers precise 
data, customized reports , and in-depth 
analysis. 

Prospecting can be configured to most 
popular computers and tenninals . It oper
ates with 128K of memory under PC-DOS, 
MS-DOS, CP/M, MP/M, or XENIX oper
ating systems, on diskette or hard-disk, in 
multi-user or stand-alone environments . 

SER I AL w; 
300717 

MANAGE 

PROSPECTING 

AAlN MCNU 

Before it is used, the 
Pros pecting soft
ware and the RM/ 
COBOL run-time 
software, which ac
tivates it , must be 
installed in the com
puter and, in some 
cases, configured to 
the sy stem. This 
process is described 
in detail in the ample documentation book. 
If non-standard tenninals are used, the RM/ 
COBOL run-time program can be reconfig
ured by a profess ional to accommodate 
them. Technical s pec ifications are 
included. 

Prospecting , once installed , will work 
equally well in any type of system. Al
though a hard-disk adds some speed and 
convenience, the program supports systems 
with as few as two diskette drives by re
questing the required diskettes as they are 
needed . With a two diskette drive system, 
Prospecting will accommodate up to 3,600 

customer records 
""""""' s N"""'' on nine 3 1 SK data 

REt..EASE 6 . 0 

PRINT 

I - ADD I CHANOE 
DELETE I D t SPLAY 

.?. - SEARCH 

5 - PROSPECT ~ORKSHEET 
6 - PROSPECT LIST 

di skett es. Hard 
di s k users wil l 
need about fi ve 
m e gab y t e s fo r 
3,600 records . 

OTHER tENUS 

3 - TARGET 
4o - UTIL ITY 

ENTER CHO ICE OR 0 10 OUJT 

Figure I : Prospecting 's main menu. 

7 - PROSPECT RECORD 
8 - ADVERTIS I NG ~LYSIS 
9 - l'\ARKETtNG ANALYSIS 

10 - CARDS C 11 CARDS NEED 
TO BE PR INTED> 
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Prospecting 
at Work 

Prospecting is 
designed to work 
for most business
es and can be oper
ated easily by non-

techn ical employees . All functions a re 
selected through consistent-fonnat menus 
which are organized and easy to use. The 
Main Menu (Figure 1) gives access to the 
customer fi le (via the manage section), to 
other menus , and to printing capability. 

To customize Prospecting to a speci fic 
business, the Utility Menu is selected . In
fonnation on each customer is kept in a 
Record (Figure 2). The first step in the 
setup of the program is the naming of each 
item, or field, on a record. For example, 
Figure 2 shows a sample record fo r the 
customer of an insurance agent . Some ofthe 
fields, like name,address, and telephone 
number, are standard fo r the customers of 
any business and cannot be changed. Other 
fields, like birth date, agent number and 
claims made , arc not standard and can be 
changed to fit other businesses. In the ex
ample, the names of field numbers I to 11 
are fixed while the names of field numbers 
12 to 20 can be changed. In addition, the 
product or service descriptions which ap
pear below the record arc user-defined . 
Field numbers 2 1 to 26 contain dates and 
reminders, and can be updated constantly. 

Although the user-defined fields can be 
(continued on p . 21) 



Can Universities 
Ho:Qe To Cope 
With Picos? 
by Timothy C. Weiskel 

Ph«o by T. Ourrlu Bridson 

Picos promise to 
redefine what is 

meant by education 
in the years ahead 
and thus threaten 

to alter universities 
in very radical ways. 

P icos and mic ros have not yet hit 
the university campus on a massive 

scale. When they do, it is not clear that 
universities can hope to cope. At the very 
least , these institutions will require some 
serious rethinking of the ir educational mis
sion in a new information environment. 

The reason for this is that a university is a 
kind of knowledge structure characterized 
by a particular flow of in fo rmation. This 
information flow has carved out its own 
structural forms in much the same way as 
flowing water carves out a river bed, a gully 
or a canyon. By modify ing the kinds of 
information that flows through the system 
and the rates at which it nows, microcom
puters and particularly picos promise to re
define what is meant by education in the 

Yale U11iversiry 

years ahead and thus threaten to alter uni
versities in very radical ways. 

Three Ingredients of Imminent Change 
The immediate reasons fo r the impending 

change are three-fold. First, microelectron
ic circuitry has enabled manufacturers to 
miniaturize significant comput ing power 
into highly mobile systems, allowing stu
dents to carry sophisticated computers right 
to the points of customary information ac
cess. This means it is now quite feasible to 
enter notes from the laboratory, the lecture 
hall , o r the library directly into electronic 
memory . 

Secondly, software programs and com
munications technology have advanced to 
the point that individual micros, picos or 
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hand-held computers can now be easily in
tegrated with larger systems, forming very 
powerful integrated networks for acquiring 
and analyzing vast amounts of information. 

Finally, a computer-literate user commu
nity is just now reaching college age. For 
the last several years it has been true that the 
freshmen class often knew more about com
puters than the senior class in many institu
tions, reversing the classic pro file of 
knowledge. 

In the next few years, this will change in 
those institutions where it has not already 
done so. The result is that from their point 
of entry, and cumulatively as they progress, 
college students will expect to use comput
ers as study aids and production tools for 
whatever they wish to undertake. This, in 
tum, will mean that some of the most cre
ative applications of expanded computer 
power are likely to come forth from this 
user group itself- not from their fo rmal in
structors. Each of these aspects of immi
nent change on campus deserves some 
reflection. 

Miniature Computing Power: 
Small and Getting Smaller 

In the first place, the miniaturization of 
electronic circuitry has made it possible to 
manufacture very powerful information 
storage devices that are highly portable and 
easy to use. On a weekly basis the technolo
gy is updated to include more computing 
power in less space. Micro-computers like 
the IBM PC and the Apple II, themselves 
only about ten years old as a commercial 
consumer item, were first challenged by 
portable computers that matched their com
puting power. Companies like Kaypro and 
Compaq made machines available that 
could equal or better the desk-top varieties 
with the added advantage that they could be 
moved and used in a varie ty of work 
locations . 

Yet this was not enough. These machines 
were still cumbersome and too heavy for 
convenient movement. By the early 1980s 
they became dubbed the "luggables" or 
" transportables" rather than simply " por
tables'' because it was clear that moving 
them was still quite a production. By 1983 
pico, or lap-sized, computers quickly chal
lenged the transportables. At first the 
TRS80 Model 100 seemed to be the only 
one in the field, but subsequently manufac
turers including Morrow, Grid, NEC, Ep
son, and Hewlett-Packard have all market
ed lap-sized models with varying built-in 
features and a large range of compatible 
peripherals. 

Even this may not be the end of it , howev
er, for firms like Texas Instruments, Hew
lett-Packard and Superior Systems have re
cently developed hand-held instruments 
with very impressive memory capacities. 
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Superior Systems, for example, has devel
oped what it calls the OTG-PC (On-The-Go 
PC) which is little bigger than a normal 
hand-held calculator. Its versatility derives 
from its ability to be used as an entry device 
for both alphabetic or numeric data in virtu
ally all circumstances where information 
can be observed or recorded. 

Interchangeable " data packs" make it 
possible to write information to EPROM 
memory and store as much as 64K of data 
on a removable clip. Superior Systems, the 
distributor of the OTG-PC, is expected to 
expand this capacity to as much as I 28K in 
the coming months. Furthermore, the de
vice is programmable, so that particular 
kinds of information can be entered in struc
tured formats for later analysis, and an RS 
232 connecting cable can link the OTG-PC 
with many kinds of micro computers. 

' 'Students ' 
'memory 'would 

quite considerably 
out-perform that 

of most professors." 

On systems slightly bigger, say those of 
the pico or laptop variety, the increased 
computing power that seems to be promised 
in the coming months and years is truly 
staggering. This past July, fo r example, the 
New York Times carried an article on the 
" Hardcard" developed by the Plus Devel
opment Corporation of Milpitas, California 
(see "Miniature Hard Drive Fits on a 
Card," New York Times, July 2, 1985). 

As it is currently designed, the unit af
fords the possibility of expanding the mem
ory capacity of IBM and IBM-clone com
puters to a full 10 megabytes simply by 
inserting a card in an expansion slot. As 
Peter H. Lewis, author of the article, said, 
"even more tantalizing is the prospect that 
this tiny hard disk drive may soon be built 
into laptop computers." If this is accom
plished, and there would be very powerful 
market incentives to achieve this objective 
soon, students could expect to be able to 
carry around the rough equivalent of 6,000 
pages of double-spaced typewritten text in 
computing units that could easily fit under 
their arm or in a briefcase. 

Students and Information Megastoragc 

When this kind of computing power is 
made available to students on a significant 
scale , we can expect major changes in the 

way students acquire, evaluate and synthe
size information they encounter in their 
normal progression through college. It is 
possible, for example, to carry all one's 
read ing and class notes to each new class 
session. Indeed, with a three level system 
one can take notes on a lap-sized computer, 
up-load them to a micro, arrange them in a 
useful manner and download the notes to a 
calculator-sized computer to take to an ex
am for ready reference. 

These calculator-sized computers like the 
OTG-PC can now hold two interchangeable 
memory packs of 64K each, and they arc 
expected to be able to hold a total of256K of 
in formation by the end of this year. With 
simple recall routines students can respond 
quickly and accurately to any questions 
posed by a professor on the subject matter in 
class or on an exam. Assisted in this manner 
a student's "memory" would quite consid
erably out-perform that of most professors. 

Along with this capability comes the abil
ity to store formulae and call up executable 
programs from an interchangeable EPROM 
cartridge. Since a dozen or more of these 
cartridges can be stuffed in pockets, there is 
virtually no limit to the amount of recallable 
structured information that students now 
have access to through hand-held systems. 
Students equipped in this way have enor
mous advantages on almost any form of 
examination. 

Longer-term assignments to students are 
also affected by this new technology. Dur
ing the composition of any paper or written 
assignment, students can ask the computer 
to print out or flash on the screen any notes 
they may have taken in class on what the 
professor had to say about that particular 
subject. Over time, students can constitute 
their own cumulative databanks of all notes 
in all classes they ever enrolled in, and in 
this way they can rapidly integrate learning 
they had encountered in separate courses 
over a possible span of several years . 

In this process students will be empow
ered to become the architects of their own 
learning itinerary in a much more integrat
ed manner than seems possible in the limit
ed days of spiral notebooks. Used in a sensi
tive manner, electronic note-taking tech
nology can enable students to become the 
mo nitors of the ir own intell ectua l 
development. 

As their perspective in a particular sub
ject matures over the years, their notes, 
sorted in chronological order, can reveal 
this to themselves. Professors may wish to 
make observations about this progress, but 
the stude nts themselves will be best 
equipped to witness the ground they have 
covered. New kinds of learning itineraries, 
then, are clearly possible simply by regular
ly employing electric data entry devices 
with patterned recall capability. 



Software Programs and 
Communications: Vast and 
Getting Cheaper 

If this were all that is happening, things 
would be quite impressive as they are. But 
even more substantial changes are involved 
in student computing capacity when the ad
vances in miniaturization a re combined 
with those in software development and 
communications technology. Software is 
currently available that enables students to 
assemble, integrate, analyze and synthesize 
information on an unprecedented scale and 
in ways never previously feasible during 
their short years in college. 

Consider normal college act ivi ties. 
Sooner or later in their college years, stu
dents find themselves having to study, at 
least a little bit. This has customarily in
volved " hitting the books" at some point. 
In an electronic age, however, this whole 
process looks a lot different than it used to 
just a few short years ago. It used to be 
common for students to encounter books in 
a library. To do so they would look up 
subjects or authors in a card catalog and 
copy down reference numbers to find books 
on shelves in the stacks. 

This process still goes on in a lot of col
leges, but in some university libraries the 
whole procedure is now computerized to 
such an extent that students are able to 
browse through an on-line catalog that dis
plays the book reference info rmation fo r 
them conveniently on a computer screen in 
their own dormitory rooms. Furthermore, 
they can indicate from their rooms that they 
would like to check out the book and pick it 
up at a particular locale. 

The wonders do not stop here. Those with 
money to spend on such things are no longer 
confined to the research faci lities of their 
particular college or university library . 
With a pico or microcomputer, a modem 
and an account with one of the commercial
ly available databases, students can acquire 
direct access to such massive bibliographic 
databases as the Science Citation Index, 
American Life and History, Sociological 
Abstracts or the Library of Congress itself. 

Some of these on-l ine services offer ab
stracts as well as simple bibliographic cita
tions, and in some cases it is possible to 
consult full-length documents online as 
well. In any case, a variety of document 
vendors make it possible for anyone with a 
pico computer, a modem and a little money 
to order xerox copies of the full text of any 
citations they come across. 

Indeed, a student may well wonder why 
he needs to conduct any of his own research 
any more, for small firms of information 
brokers who have become skilled in this 
kind of online research are springing up 
around most major campuses, providing re-

search services that are structurally similar 
to the old term-paper ghost writing ser
vices. Since the results of this kind of on
line research can be delivered to any student 
on diskettes which enable him to integrate it 
with word-processing software into any
thing he may wish to write, it is very diffi
cult indeed to trace where the work of a 
student begins and where the work of others 
is reflected. 

Even where external on-line databases 
are not involved, very new kinds oflearning 
are opened up with the software and com
munications technology currently avail
able. Collaborative research is very consid
erably assisted by 
thi s technology. 
Subjects can be 

victuals to print term papers, dissertations, 
pamphlets, books, and journals at rates 
which are currently as rapid as eight pages 
per minute and will soon increase to twice 
that speed. 

A Historical Formula 
for Computing Progress 

When viewed in overall terms, the pace 
of recent change in miniaturization and com
municat ion technology and the falli ng 
prices of hardware and software in th is 
realm is very staggering indeed. Two MIT 
scholars have recently calculated that 
"each year since 1960 the price of comput-

jointly researched 
and the results 
shared almost in
stantaneously na
tion-wide or inter
nationally ove r 
comp ut er n e t 
works. Two or 
more authors can 
combine manu
scripts, alter stylis
tic idiosyncras ies 
and standardize 
their texts in sec
onds or minu tes 
rather than days or 
weeks. 

''Students 
browse through 
an on-line card 

catalog on a 
computer screen 

in their dormitory 
rooms. '' 

Truly collective 
work is also possible. A college seminar 
can construct a collective bibliography, for 
example, in such a way that each member of 
the class benefits from the research of ev
eryone else. 

Furthermore, such works can in principle 
now be published very much more widely 
than was previously feasible. Communica
tion technology now makes it possible to 
ship electronically assembled material to 
typesetting devices over the normal phone 
lines. In the coming years it is probable that 
college departments, student groups, semi
nars or study groups will be able to publish 
their proceedings in finished form with very 
inexpensive lazer printers. 

Already in a number of college towns it is 
possible for students to go into Kinko's, a 
commercial xerox copying establishment , 
with a Macintosh diskette that contains a 
"paper" and get it printed out with a near 
type-set quality on a Macintosh lazer print
er. It is technically possible, and no doubt 
commercially quite attractive, to make this 
kind of lazer printing available for source 
mate rial from a large variety of pico and 
microcomputers simply by developing 
diskette conversion facilities in conjunction 
with the lazer printer itself. When this oc
curs it will be possible fo r groups or indi-

er chips has fallen by 25 percent and the cost 
of memory by 40 percent; while speed has 
increased by a factor of 200. In the same 
period, the overall cost, energy consump
tion and size of computers of equal power 
have declined by a factor of 10,000." 

The MIT scholars conclude with an inter
esting analogy that highlights the scope of 
the change we are in the process of experi
encing: " If the ai rcraft industry had 
evolved as spectacularly as the computer 
industry over the past 25 years, a Boeing 
767 would cost $500 today, and it would 
circle the globe in 20 minutes on five gal
lons of fuel." (cited in the New York 
Times, July 2, 1985.) 

University structures a re intimately 
bound up with the processes of information 
flow, and it is likely that as the newly devel
oped information technology becomes 
more widely dispersed among students and 
faculty, universities are likely to experience 
transformations even more radical than 
those the airline industry experienced with 
the introduction of jet travel.• 

Timothy Weiskel isaprofessorofanthropologyat 
Yale Universiry. 
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Printing's Pressing Problems 
by Terry Kepner 

The Help Menu appears month
ly to answer your technical 
questions about picocomput
ers. Send your queries to: Terry 
Kepner, clo PICO 's Journal, 
WGE Center, Peterborough, 
NH 03458-1194. Please en
close a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope for Terry's reply. 

Dear Terry: 
Before I bought my Model 100, I carried 

my Qume serial printer into the Radio 
Shack store and had the salesman demon
strate that the computer could prim on this 
machine. Nothing but a null modem 
adapter was required. No program was 
needed. 

It has been a year and a half since then, 
and I 've forgo/ten how he did it. He's gone 
now and none of the presem Radio Shack 
personnel can help. I DO remember that 
the computer prompted for line width. 
Can you help? 

Robert Elliot, Jr., New York, NY 

It sounds like the salesman just used the 
TELCOM program to send your fi les to 
the printer through the serial port. 

First, connect the computer and the 
printer with the null modem, then turn on 
both machines. Move the cursor on the 
Model 100 display to TELCOM and press 
ENTER. In TELCOM, press the F3 but
ton to change the communication param
eters. Set the word length, baud rate, stop 
bits , and parity bits to those used in your 
Qume printer (the printer manual will tell 
you where to find the switch sett ings that 
control these parameters in the printer, so 
you can determine the setting it is current
ly using) . 

After setting the parameters on the 
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Model 100 and pressing ENTER , press 
F4 to go into TERM mode. Now press the 
F3 button, which is used to upload a file 
out the RS-232 pon of the Model 100. At 
this point the computer will prompt you 
fo r the line length it should use when send
ing the file. Type in the line length you 
want to use on your printer and press 
ENTER. Your file will be sent to the 
printer, one line at a time. 

The disadvantage to this method is 
that you have no control over the left mar
gin. The print ing stans at the leftmost 
pos ition of the printhead. One way around 
this, if you have sufficient room to the 
left of the printhead on the platen, is 
to move the paper to the left, making 
the printhead stan at some distance from 
the paper 's left margin. If you have the 
room, you can easily set a one inch left 
margin in this manner. By giving a line 
length of 65 characters (which is 6 lh 
inches using a 10 characte r per inch font), 
you ' II end up with a standard letter format 
with a jagged printed right margin of 
about an inch. 

Your other choice is to buy a print for
matting program for your Model 100 that 
gives you control over the margins and 
also lets you select the RS-232 port as an 
output device instead of defaulting to the 
parallel port. Good luck. 

Dear Terry: 
l wrote this program (see Listing I) 

to emulate the built-in FILES command, 
except that it sends tire file names to a 
line printer instead of the display. To 
change the program to right-justify the 
file names, remove the first REM com
mand in line 95 and add a REM command 
to the beginning of line 115. 

Fred Sundstrom, Chillicothe, IL 61523 

Thanks for the program. I recognized 
the address as the MENU area on the 
NEC 820 I . If anyone needs a way to get 

a hardcopy of the file names in the menu 
of your Model 100 or an Olivetti, try 
F red's p rogram with the fo llowing 
changes. 

If you have a Model 100, change the 
value of 8 in line 40 to - 1606. For an 
Olivetti M 10, the value should be -1603. 
Also change the test value of A in lines 60 
and 70 to 19 fo r both the Model 100 and 
the Olivetti M IO. • 

Listing 1 by Fred Sundstrom 
10 LIST OF FILES PRINT-OUT 
20 DEFINT A-Z:CLS:SCREEN,O 
30 PRINT: FILES: PRINT 
40 B =-1903 
50FORK = I T07 
60 IF A2 l AND PEEK(B( =0 THEN 
B= B+ I l :A=A+ l :GOT060 
70A = A+ l:IF A>21 THEN END 

80 X$ =":Y$=":FOR J = 3 TO 8:IF 
PEEK(B + J) > 32 
THEN Y$=Y$+CHR$(PEEK(B+J)) 
ELSE X$ = X$+ " II 

90 NEXT 
95 REM Y$=X$+ Y$:REM PUT THIS 
STATEMENT IN TO RIGHT
JUSTIFY FILENAMES 
100 LPRINT Y$; 
110 LPRINT ".": FOR J =9 TO 10: 
LPRINT CHR$(PEEK(B+J));:NEXT 
115 LPRINT X$;:REM TAKE THIS 
OUT TO RIGHT-JUSTfFY FILE
NAMES 
120 LPRINT II " ; 

130B = B+ 11 :NEXT 
140 LPRINT: GOTO 50 
150END 

Terry Kepner is a featured monthly columnist in 
80 Micro. He has been wriring about computers 
since 19'19. 



PROSPECTING 
(cominued from p. 16) 

named almost anything, they can only contain specific types of 
data. Fields 12 and 13 must contain dates; fields 14 and 15 can 
contain up to five characters each; field 16 can contain up to 15 
characters; and field 17 contains an eight-digit number. The re
maining fields, 18, 19, and 20, are selection fields and have a 
special use. To enter data in these fields , the user chooses from a list 
of possible selections which are defined during the setup of the 
program. For example , field 18 can contain a 15 character data item 
chosen from a list of20 possible selections. 

''Prospecting 
allows unparalleled flexibility. '' 

If field 18 is named Occupation , some of the possible selections 
might be defined as Programmer, Broker, and Farmer. Each time a 
user is called upon to enter the occupation of a customer, a list of 
possible selections appears. The lower half of the record, the 
product description, is also selected from lists of up to 40 choices. 

When the fields are named and the choices for the selection fields 
are entered , Prospecting is set up to handle the speci fic needs of the 
business . Actual customer information can then be entered . Once 
filled with customer files, Prospecting allows unparalleled flexibil 
ity in searching files, printing forms and reports, and interfac ing 
with word processing programs. 

The Search procedure is flexible and menu driven. The field you 
want to search plus up to five search criteria from a field of 20 
options extends search possibilities. If a specific name is being 
searched for and not found, Prospecting displays surrounding 
records. It would take only a moment for a switchboard operator to 
have a telephoning customer's information file. 

Prospecting also creates a wide range of reports used by various 
departments within a busi.ness, such as a Prospect analysis (Figure 
3), and a Marketing analysis . The items to be analyzed are selected 
by the user. The reports can be based on a.II records or on records 
that meet selected criteria. Index or Rollodex cards, and mailing 
labels in any size or quantity can be defined and printed. 

Prospecting will interface with most word processors which use 
standard ASCII characters. Form letters can be printed with the 
date, name , address, and greeting fields from selected Prospecting 
records . 

Prospecting is a customized data base management system that 
can be configured to meet the needs of most businesses. It enables a 
business to provide excellent customer service and sales support . 
Implementing it, though, requires a significant investment in time 
and planning. The abilities and limitations of the software need to 
be carefully considered before making this investment. 

Key Systems is aware of the need for extensive customer 
participation and offers a full refund if the program is returned 
before the package containing the diskettes is opened. This allows 
prospective users to examine the documentation booklet and under
stand the scope of Prospecting before committing to the purchase 
price.• 

Mark Robinson is the director of operations for Campbell Comm1111ications 
Corp, a Peterboro11gh, N.H., p11blishing and mailing company. He is the 
co-a111hor of two books on b11siness applications programs published by 
Scott Foresman & Co. 

RUN DAlE 
l0-4Z6-05 

PROSPECT HECORD 

t> PROSPECT tNOC:lC - MANLEY. GEORGE A. 
2) PROSPECT NAf"£ - Mr". G•orge A. KAnley 
3> A DDRESS LINE 1 - 48576 
4) ADD RESS L.INE 2 - J5th Str•et 
SJ ADDRESS L I NE 3 - Anytown, USA 

;: ~~~~~8c~~~e 4 
- 23:\76--------------- ------- -

O> L£TTER GREETI NG - Hr . Man l ey 
9> TELEPHONC: NO. - 273 857-2635 

llll> SOURCE OF LEAD - OTHER RAD 
I I ) FASl ANS~ER - 00 
121 DATE OF LEAD - 09/15/03 
131 OIRTI~ DATE - 02/1b/39 
I It I AGENT NUf'IDER - 2 
151 DISTRICT - 3 
1 GI SOC. SEC. It - 374 34 6Z09 
I "/) EST IMATE:O INC. - 65, 000. 00 
10) OCCUPA TION CAT. - DOCTOR 
l lJI IN6URABI LITV - GOOD 
C01 CLAIMS MAO[ - AUTO BOAT J..nHM- ANlMI... ----------

221 1 1/15/83 - Ne•d• m&lpr&cttv• \tns 

23) 
_ _ I __ 1 __ 

24) I I 

~51 --I --I --
261 --I -- I --

TVPE OF NAl'1£ 0 ... 
I NSURSV-ICE CARRIER 

1...EVCL OF Af10UtlT OF OAT( Of OATf. Of" Ml SC. 
I NTEREST COVERAGE I SSUEIBRTH t.lPlRATlON NJJES 

1 AUTO SENTRY 80..KiH T OTH Z01o), 01Ml. 00 _I I I I 

2 BOAT SAFECO PURCHASED .?CU.000.0._, 10/ 10/83 10/10/ 85 

I I --' __ 1 -

---------- --------- - - ------ ------ - -- _ I I I I 

- - - ------- __ 1 __ 1 I I 

I I I I 

1 ---------- -------- ---·----- - ------·· • __ 1 •. _I__ I I 

8 ---- --··--- ---- ------ ---------- ----- -- .... 1. I.... I I 

') -· ··------- --------- ---- ·----- ---------- __ 1 __ , __ .. 1 .. 1 .. 

Figure 2: A Prospect record. 

RUN DATE 
10-UD-85 

PROSPECT ANALVSI S DY SOURCC Of LLAD 

SOURCE OF LEAD • OF PA0SP£CTS o 60..D • 60..D 

TEL. OtPGH ~. 0 

SPOUSE 100. 0 

C. J . ADY 100.0 

~VE RADIO 2 100.0 

WLKY RMlO 100.0 

CHAN 11 TV 100. 0 

CHAN o\I TV 10oi:'.0 

OTHER RAD 101ll.0 

OUTDOOR AO 100. 0 

LOU HAG AD 

YCL PAGCS 

ADV AGCNCY 10~ . ~ 

• TOTnLS • 23 
""· 7 

Figure 3: Prospecting analysis by source of lead. 

Manufacturer's Specifications: 

Key Systems, Inc., 512 Executive Park. Louisville, KY 40207 
(1-800-223-5637). 

Price: $395 (single user); $595 (multiple users). 

System Requirements: CP/M, MTM , Xenix, MS-DOS, PC
DOS operating system; for hard disk drive - I .3MB per 1,000 
prospects; for 2 disk drives - 320K per drive; 128K RAM. 
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Jazz Up Your 
Model lOO's LCD Display 
by Terry Kepner 

0 ccasionally, if you write your own 
BASIC programs, you yearn for a 

few simple commands to jazz up your 
program a bit. But you don't want to add 
anything long-after all, space IS at a 
premium in a pico. Here are four 
suggestions. 

Here is a POKE that lets you turn on the 
reverse video characteristics of the Model 
100 LCD display: POKE 63048,J. Re
storing the display to normal is just as 
easy: POKE 63048,0. The first POKE 
takes the same amount of room as the 
standard method of enabling reverse 
video: PRINTCHR$(27)"p ";. But the 
second POKE is actually shorter than the 
normal method of turning it off. Both are 
slightly faster than their PRINT equiva
lents. No matter which method you use, 
returning to MENU turns off the reverse 
video. 

Another feature you might want to con
sider is the LABEL line which you can 
turn on and off with either the LABEL 
function key or the SCREEN command: 
SCREEN,/ turns it on and SCREEN,O 
turns it back off. Occasionally you will 
design a screen into your program that 
pressing LABEL will ruin. Herc is a 
POKE to prevent a user from press ing the 
LABEL key to turn the label line back on: 
POKE 64173 ,0. After this poke is issued, 
pressing the LABEL key will have no 
effect. If the label line is on, it will stay on. 
If it is off, it will stay off. To restore the 
LABEL key's access to LABEL line, type 
POKE64173,J. 

As with the reverse-video poke, return
ing to the MENU from BASIC will auto
matica lly restore the LABEL key's 
function. 

Frequently when you are trying to de
sign a menu screen for the LCD, you want 
to know just where the cursor is before 
you let the program start sending informa
tion to display. PEEK(63040) will tell you 
the current line that the cursor is sitting 
on, and PEEK(63041) will tell you the 
horizontal print column occupied by the 
cursor. 

Here are two locations that will tell you 
where the information you want to display 
is going to end up on the LCD : 
PEEK(63033) will tell you the next line to 
be used on the display (one is the top line, 
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eight is the bottom line) ; and 
PEEK(63034) will tell you the next hori
zontal print position, or column, that will 
be used (starting with column one on the 
left and running to column 40 on the 
right). 

Associated with these two positions in 
memory are two others that programmers 
can have a lot of fun using. The first, 
63035, can be used to protect the bottom 
lines of the LCD from the cursor. For 
example, POKE 63035,4 will prevent the 
cursor from going below the fourth line of 
the display. In other words, you could put 
information on line seven of the LCD and 
use this poke to prevent it from being 
overwritten as the screen fi lls up. 

Similarly, you can protect the right side 
of the display from being used by typing 
POKE 63036,20, effectively reducing 
your display size to eight lines by 20 
columns! As with the other pokes in this 
column, returning to MENU resets them 
to their normal values, eight and forty, 
respectively. 

As you may know, the random number 
generator in the Model 100 always starts 
with the same number (that is, typing 
PR1NT RND(I) always gives the number 
.5952 1943994623 the fir s t tim e, 
. I 0658628050158 the second time, and so 
forth). If you've written games for the 
Model 100 that use this function, or if you 
need the function for numerical analysis, 
the fact that you always start with and 
keep the same numerical progression is a 
frustrating fact. Here are some sugges
tions to solve that problem. 

The most obvious method is to use the 
INKEY$ function in a loop, continuously 
call ing the RND function until the user 
presses a key. The amount of time it takes 
the user to react to the prompt " Press any 
key to continue" will be a random factor, 
preventing the user from starting with the 
same sequence more than once. Herc is an 
example: 

JO PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO CON
TINUE" JO A =RND(J) :A$ = INKEY$ 
:IF A$= "THEN 10 

The problem with this technique ap
pears when the person using the program 
takes advantage of the fact that the Model 
100 will store keystrokes before they 

are used. For example, if a program has 
this INKEY$ routine as the first line, the 
user could type RUN and hit ENTER 
twice, rapidly. The first ENTER would 
start execution of the program, the second 
one would be stored in the keyboard 
buffer. When the INKEY$ loop is 
reached, the previously stored ENTER is 
immediately given to the INKEY$ com
mand and the program continues after 
calling the RND function only once. A 
clever user can then start with the same 
numerical sequence. This technique is 
still useful in some situations. 

Better and faster results can be obtained 
by just inserting POKE 64634, 
PEEK(63791) into your program. This 
will start the random number generator 
with one of 125 values. 

A much better approach, for those situ
ations requiring higher odds, is to go di
rectly to the random number seed at loca
tions 64634-64639 and fill them with a 
series of numbers that are themselves a 
random set, or at least will appear to be 
random. 

One way to do that is to read the current 
date and time from the computer's memo
ry and put them into the random number 
seed locations. Because the clock is al
ways ticking and time continuously moves 
forward, the only way to get the same 
sequence twice would be to set the date 
and time functions to a predetermined val
ue, and immediately call the program that 
transfers this information to the random 
number seed-which means your user 
would have to stop your program, set the 
date and time, then continue the program 
from where it was interrupted. 

Putting the time and date into the ran
dom number seed locations will give 
roughly 31,536,000 different starting 
numbers, one for every second in the 
year. It's easy to do once you know the 
locations in memory of the time and date. 
Here's a one-liner that does just that: 

FOR A = 0 TO 4 :POKE A + 64634, 
PEEK (A * 2 + 63795) + PEEK (A * 2 
+63799) 

Hopefully, these suggestions will make 
it easier for you to design efficient and fast 
programs for your Model 100. Good 
luck.+ 



Chic. 
Seldom are computers 
thought of as beautiful. 
But out of every thousand, there is always 
one that catches the eye. Such a computer 
is the stunning new WS-I. 

The audition srarrs when you open the 
flip- top of this intriguing portable. Switch 
on, and the WS-1 becomes a word -
processor, a spreadsheet, adarabase, ora 
graphics tool. 

Stay in couch, with the WS-1 's built-in 
autodial modem, speaker phone, and 
cas.sene mechanism. Send files, cake calls, 
or even run the WS-1 as an answering 
machine! 
SALf.S IN USA PENDING FCC AUTHORIZATION 

I 
See us 

at the COMDEX Show 
in Atlanta, Georgia, April 

28 to May 1, 1986 

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP 1Nt0RMA110N AND PRODUCT DETAllS Pl.EASE CONTACT: 

The WS-1 offers some surprises inside 
too. Such as a powerful 16132-bit 68000 
microprocessor, ROM-based mulritasking 
Operating System, and APL interpreter. 
Or features like the high-conuasc 25 x 80 
~it-mapped graphics LCD, RAM expan
sion up to 512K, and optional 3.5-inch 
microfloppy disk drives. 

All this power comes in a sleekfoot
print ofonly 11 x 13 inches. We think 
you'll agree that the WS-1 really is one out 
ofa thousand. 

ampere 
Circle 45 on reader service card. 



SOME HISTORIC BREAKTHROUGHS 
DON'T TAKE As MUCH EXPLAINING 

As COMPUSERVE. 
But then, some historic 
breakthroughs could only 
take you from the cave to 
the tar pits and back again. 

CompuServe, on the other hand, 
makes a considerably more civilized 
contribution to your life. 

It turns that marvel of the 20th 
century, the personal computer, into 
something useful. 

Unlike most personal 
computer products you 
read about, CompuServe 
is an information service. 
It isn't software. It isn't 
hardware. And you don't even have 
to know a thing about programming 
to use it. You subscribe to CompuServe 
-and 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
it puts a universe of information, 
entertainment and communications 
right at your fingertips. 

A few of the hundreds 
of things you can do with 
CompuServe. 

COMMUNICATE 
EasyPlex ™ Electronic Mail lets even 
beginners compose, edit, send and 

I file messages the first time they get 
online. It puts friends, relatives and 

business associates-anywhere in 
the country -in constant, conven
ient touch. 
CB Simulator features 
72 channels for "talking" 
with thousands of other 
enthusiastic subscribers 
throughout the country 
and Canada. The chatter 
is frequently hilarious, the "handles" 

unforgettable, and the friendships 
hard and fast. 
More than 100 Forums welcome 
your participation in "discussions" 
on all sorts of topics. There are 
Forums for computer owners, 

gourmet cooks, investors, pilots, golf
ers, musicians, you name it! Also, 
Electronic Conferencing lets busi
nesses put heads together without 
anyone having to leave the shop. 
Bulletin Boards let you "post" 
messages where thousands will see 
them. You can use our National 
Bulletin Board or the specialized 
Bulletin Boards found in just about 
every Forum. 

HAVE FUN 
Our full range of games includes 
"You Guessed It!", the first online 
TV-style game show you play for real 
prizes; and Mega Wars III , offering the 

ultimate in interactive excitement. 
And there are board, parlor, sports 
and educational games to play alone 

or against other subscribers 
throughout the country. 
Movie Reviews keep that big 
night at the movies from being a 
five star mistake. 

SHOP 
THE ELECTRONIC MALe gives 
you convenient, 24-hour-a-day, 
7-day-a-week shopping for name 
brand goods and services at discount 
prices from nationally known stores 
and businesses. 

SAVE ON TRIPS 
TravelshopperSM 
lets you scan flight 
availabilities (on 
virtually any 
airline - world
wide), find airfare .....___._~ _ __... 
bargains and order 

tickets right on your computer. 

Worldwide Exchange sets you up 
with the perfect yacht, condo, villa, 
or whatever it takes to make your next 
vacation a vacation. 

A to Z Travel/News Service 
provides the latest travel news plus 
complete information on over 20,000 
hotels worldwide. 



MAKE PHI BETA KAPPA stocks, bonds, funds, issues and 
options. Five years of daily com-

Grolier's Academic American modity quotes. Standard & Poor's. 
Encyclopedia's Electronic Edition Value Line. And more than a dozen 
delivers a complete set of encyclope- other investment tools. 
dias right to your living __ .....__ Site II facilitates business 
room just in time for decisions by providing you 
today's homework. It's with demographic and sales 

In case you ever get lost or con
fused, just type in "H" for help, and 
we'll immediately cut in with instruc
tions that should save the day. 

Besides, you can either ask ques
tions online through our Feedback 
service or phone our Customer 
Service Department. 

continuously updated . . . potential information by state, 
and doesn't take an inch county and zip code for the I How to subscribe. 

To access CompuServe, you'll 
need a CompuServe Subscription 
Kit, a computer, a modem to connect 
your computer to your phone, and 

of extra shelf space. entire country. 
The College Board, operated by the National and Canadian business 
Co llege Entrance Examination wires provide continuously updated 
Board, gives tips on preparing for the news and press releases on hundreds 
SAT, choosing a college and getting of companies worldwide. 
financial aid. 

KEEP HEALTHY 
Healthnet will never replace a real, 
live doctor-but it is an excellent and 
readily available source of health and 
medical information for the public. 

I Human Sexuality gives the civiliza
tion that put a man on the moon an 
intelligent alternative to the daily 
"Advice to the Lovelorn" columns. 
Hundreds turn to it for real answers. 

BE INFORMED 
All the latest news is at your 
fingertips. Sources include the AP 
news wire (covering all 50 states plus 

national news), the 
Washington Post, 
USA TODAY Update, 
specialized business 
and trade publica-

- lions and more. You 
can find out instantly what Congress 
did yesterday; who finally won the 
game; and what's happening back in 
Oskaloosa with the touch of a button. 
And our electronic clipping service 
lets you tell us what to watch for. We'll 
electronically find, clip and file news 
for you ... to read whenever you'd like. 

GET SPECIALIZED 
INFORMATION 

Pilots get personalized flight plans, 
weather briefings, weather and radar 
maps, newsletters, etc. 
Entrepreneurs use CompuServe 
too for complete step-by-step guide
lines on how to incorporate the IBMs 
of tomorrow. 
Lawyers, doctors, engineers, mil
itary veterans and businessmen 
of all types use similar specialized 
CompuServe resources pertinent to 
their unique needs. 

And now for the 
pleasant surprise. 

Although CompuServe makes the 
most of any computer, it's a remark
able value. With CompuServe, you 
get low start-up costs, low usage 
charges and local phone-call access 
in most major metropolitan areas. 

Here's exactly how 
to use CompuServe. 

First, relax. 
There are no advanced computer I 

I 
skills required. r -~§.;:;;' 

In fact, if you know I r, ..:;:; ' iW> 

how to buy breakfast, I (~~I\ I 
INVEST WISELY you already have the I ~/'~ ~kJ 

Comprehensive investment help know-how you'll need 
1 

\?
1 just might tell you more about the I to access any subject 1 1 

stock you're looking at ~ f •• Ji.1V'IJ. in our system. That's because it's 
than the company's · ·:fm "menu-driven :· so beginners can 
Chairman of the Board ~- simply read the menus Oists of 
knows. (Don't know who options) that appear on their 
he is? Chances are, we screens and then type in their 
can fill you in on that, selections. 
too.) CompuServe gives you com- Experts can skip the menus and 
plete statistics on over 10,000 NYSE, just type in "GO" followed by the 

I AMEX and OTC securities. Historic abbreviation for whatever topic 
trading statistics on over 50,000 they're after. 

Circle 21 on reader service card. 
Say you saw it in PICO 

in some cases, easy-to-use com- ~ 
munications software. (Check the 
information that 

uN -
" · . • 51 i'\' l 

receive: 

• a complete hardcover Users Guide. I 
•your own exclusive user ID 

number and preliminary password . I 
•a subscription to CompuServe's 

monthly magazine, Online Today. 
Call 800-848-8199 (in Ohio, 

614-457-0802) to order your Sub
scription Kit or to receive more 
information. Or mail this coupon. 

Kits are also available in computer 
stores, electronic equipment outlets 
and household catalogs. You can also 
subscribe with materials you'll find 
packed right in with many com
puters and modems sold today. 

I 0-Pl~se ~,;;;-m: a;;ti;;;;-al~fonnation .- - l 
I D Please send me a CompuServe Subscription Kit. I 

D I am enclosing my check for $39.95, plus $2.50 I 
handling. (Add sales tax if de(iuered in Ohio.) I 
Please make check payable to CompuServe I 
lnfonnation Services, Inc. 

D Charge this to my VISNMasterCard I 
I 
I 

Expiration Date _______ I 
Signature- --------- I 
Name _ _________ I I 
Address __________ I 

~:e ____ Zip ______ : I 
~LID : 

ColllpuServE! 1 

Customer Service Ordering Dept. ~ I 
P.O. Box l-477 I 

LC~m~u~ O~o ~260 _ __ PRl_:2 5~ J 
An H&R BIOck Co!Tc>anY 
EasyP1ex and ELECTRONIC MALL are uademarl<s ot CompoSeive. 
lncor~ated TravelshOppor is a service ma1'c ol TWA. 



$269 
A joint PCSG/CRYPTRONICS project. 

Now you can access LUCID, DISK+, 
WRITE ROM, RAM + and others 
instantly. 
The 6 ROM BANK plus battery pack lets 
you have the ultimate Model 100 system. 
When you get your unit just press in up 
to 6 ROMS into the sockets then push in 
a simple plug in to your Model 100's ROM 
socket. The ROM bank has two posts on 
either end that insert into the two little 
holes on the underside of your Model 100. 

The ROM bank props up the Model 100 at 
the same angle and height as those 
little legs you've seen. The ROM BANK 
itself is only about 1 'h " deep and it runs 
the width of your Model 100. It only weighs 
one pound. It not only installs instantly, 
but it pops free in a second if you need 
everything to lie flat in a briefcase. 

Change from ROM to ROM witl:l the 
touch of a thumb switch. 
You can go from LUCID to WRITE to 
DISK+ to any other ROMS just by turn
ing the thumb switch at the side of the 
ROM bank. The 6 ROM BANK is a sturdy 
well built construction that looks like it is 
a part of your Model 100. 

What is also fantastic is that the ROM 
bank has a powerful NICAD battery and 
recharger built right in. This power source 
supplies up to 30 hours of life to your 
Model 100 with just 6 hours of recharge. 
What 's nice is that it recharges right from 
your Model 100's power adapter. This is 
a quick charge system and if you need 
power in a hurry, you can get 6 hours of 
life for your Model 100 by just charging for 
an hour and half. 

fDRT!\BLE COMRJTER VrlDRT ORO.JP 
11 035 Harry Hines Blvd. No. 207, Dallas, Tx. 75229 

VISA I MASTER CARD I AM. EXP. I C.O .D. 

plus powerful Nicad 
battery pack that gives 
30 hours of power 
to your Model 100 

Suddenly, the Model 100 is a very 
powerful computer. 
If you have the HOLMES portable disk 
drive with its powerful bundled database 
software package or the CRYPTRONICS 
128K RAM expansion along with LUCID, 
WRITE ROM and DISK+ in the 6 ROM 
bank with its rapid rechargable NICAD 
power source, you have the ultimate port· 
able system. It's all available only from 
PCSG. 

As usual we don't want you to take our 
word for it. The 6 ROM BANK is sold on 
a 30 day trial. If you are not satisfied 
simply return within thirty days for a full 
refund. MC, VISA, AM. EX. or C.O.D. 

1-214-351-0564 

Circle 122 on reader service card. 
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ScriptWriter 
Reads Your Script 

A new device can revolutionize data entry. The 
ScriptWriter allows computer input as it is being 
written- not typed-with an o rdinary ball-point 
pen on a standard sheet of paper or printed form. 
" Recognition technology" has provided a natu
ral way to communicate with computers. The 
device can also enter graphics and replace a 
mouse or other cursor positioning device. 

Data Entry Systems has designed the Script
Writer to be used to enter uppercase printed (sor-

Epson Sprouts 
Another Daisy 

Epson's daisywheel printer, DX-35, has a 
wide carriage of 136 columns for I 0 , 12 and 15 
characters per inch. At 35 characters per second, 
the printe r offers friction paper feed , a Diablo
compatible interchangeable daisywhecl, 3K print 
buffer and Diablo All-Purpose Interface (RS-
232C, IEEE-488 and parallel). Tractor and cut 
sheet feeders for high-volume word processing 
are optional. 

Third in a line of three, the DX-35 gives larger 
offices letter-quality correspondence, accounting 
ledgers and spreadsheets. Features include pro
ponional spacing, bold script, underlining, super 
and subscript, bold shadowing and doublestrike. 

The DX-35 runs word processing software 
which contains Diablo 630 drivers, including 
Wordstar, Word and 1-2-3. An optional key-

Small Enough 
To Fit in Your Hand 
... The CM-100 Scores in Math 

Advanced computer math functions are fueled 
by light (a silicon solar battery). Unless you can 
do it in ~·our head , CM-100 convens binary/oc
tal/decimal and other modes for you. Its other 
talents include arithmetic operations with paren
theses, memory and constant calculations, logi
cal operations, and shift fu nctions. 

Engineers, programmers and students w ill also 
take to the $20 price of this full -feature dedicated 
computer math calculator. Informat ion is avail
able from Casio, 15 Gardner Road, Fairfield, NJ 
07006 (201-575-7400). Or circle #61 011 the 
Reader Service card. 

... FX-7000G Displays Graphs 
Numerical equations in graph form are visible 

at the touch of a key. Scientific and engineering 

ry, no creative cursive) 
data onto a 1040-A tax 
form, for example. The 
handwritte n data is inter
preted as it is written and 
transmitted to a computer 
which then computes the Script Writer from Data Entry Systems reads your writing for data entry. 
taxes and prints a return . 

The LCD display shows two lines of20 charac
ters. Compatible with an RS 232 interface, its 
programmable control functions provide utiliza
tion of specialized software. 

For pricing and additional information, contact 
Data Entry Systems, 6767 Madison Pike, Suite 
195, Huntsville, AL 35806 (205-830-2766).0r 
circle #72 on your Reader Service card. 

I 

11re Epson DX-35 daisywheel primer offers a wide carriage plus Diablo compatibility. 

board lets the printer operate like a typewriter-a 
useful feature for envelope typing, letting you 
bypass the compute r screen. 

A one-year warranty accompanies the $900 
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printer. More information is available from Ep
son, 1901 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, CA 
90067. Or circle fl()() 0 11 your Reader Service 
card. 
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111e CM- JOO perfomrs advanced complller matlrfunctions powered by a silicon solar ba11ery. 

applications benefit from a 2 by I 'h-inch liquid 
crystal panel. The small device measures 3.3 by 
6.5 by 1h inches and weighs only 5 'h ounces. 

Numerical value changes in a formula are 
shown on a graph . More than one function equa
tion can be displayed as a graph. and several 

equations can be combined in one graph. Four 
times faster than a conventional calculator, the 
FX-7000G is priced at$ I 00. More information is 
available from Casio (see item #6 1). Or circle 
#62 011 your Reader Service card. 
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Pico Allies from Alliance 
... Printer Jack 

The Apple Ile gets a helper called Printer Jack 
which interfaces the serial-only printer port to a 
centronics type paralle l port enabling the Ile to 
connect to most parallel printers on the market. 

Printer Jack comes with a cable assembly for 
the Ile. The main unit has a cable with 36 pin 
centronics-type connector to plug into the print
er. The other end is a five-pin Din connector to 
the Ilc's serial port. An AC adaptor powers the 
Printer Jack in case the printer does not provide 
power. 

Priced at $88, more information is available at 
Alliance Research Corp., 20120 Plummer St., 
Chatsworth, CA 913 13 (818-701 -5848). Or cir
cle #63 011 your Reader Service card. 

... IDA (Incoming Data Alert) 
Save time with a device that monitors electron

ic mail systems. It detects incoming data signals 
on an RS-232 data li.ne. Upon detecting a signal, 
it sounds a beep for 15 seconds and a red LED 
stays lit until reset. Applications for the device 
are varied-it frees personnel from CRT or print
er monitoring, waiting for data to arrive. Con-

r 
~ e•e R5232DA·M • • ••• : .. ·.:: 

.-. ·:····· A Ol"FJr"'C..OH e e• .. 
IHCOlllNG DATA Al.El!! 

Incoming Dara Alen (IDA) for RS-232 devices. 

Primer Jack, serial to parallel 
interface for the Apple lie. 

nected with a modem, it alerts the user to data 
arrival. In electronic mail applications, it moni
tors lines for messages. 

The IDA can be connected in series with any 
RS-232 line. It uses a 9V battery and comes with 
dual DB25 female connector on each end of the 
adaptor. Priced at $50, more information is avail
able at Alliance (see item #63). Or circle #64 
0 11 your Reader Service card. 

MagnaKey 
The MagnaKey device reads conventional credit cards. The 

card is your identification as one of multiple users at a single 
terminal with access to a mainframe protected by the Data Lock 
and Key system. The Data Lock unit is plugged between commu
nications modems and the mainframe to isolate the host from all 
incoming calls until it completes a verification dialogue. The Data 
Lock protects the host; the Data Key with the MagnaKey option at 
the remote site allows multiple users at one Data Key unit. 

To gain access to the mainframe, the user passes a magnetic 
striped credit card into the MagnaKey card reader and dials the 
host telephone number. Access is granted or denied in less than 
two seconds. The price is $550. 

For more information, write MicroFrame, Inc., 205 Liv
ingston Ave., New Brunswick, NJ 08901 (20 1-828-4499). Or 

771e MagnaKey device reads conventional credit cards fo r terminal access ro a mainframe. circle #65 011 your Reader Service card. 

Password 300 
Inexpensive, but good , this 300-baud modem 

offers auto-dial/auto-answer functions and audio 
phone line monitoring. The modem comes with 
an RS-232C cable and offers full duplex. switch
able operation, and the option to dial from the 
keyboard. It uses the AT command set. 

More info rmation is avai lable from U.S. 
Robotics, 8 100 McCormick Blvd. , Skokie, IL 
60076 (800-DIAL-USR). Or circle #66 on 
your Reader Service card. 
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Epson's AP-80 

The AP-80 dot matrix 80-column printer pro
vides the Apple Il with hardware plug compati
bility plus full software compatibility with the 
lmagewriter. The printer offers features includ
ing front panel selection of near letter quality and 
margins, plus software selectable italics, bold, 
double width, propon ional , super and subscript 
types. 

The printer operates at a rapid 75 cps in draft 
mode and 15 cps in near letter quality, both 
bidirectionally and unidirectionally. Both fric
tion and tractor feed are standard. 

A one-year warranty accompanies this $380 
printer. More information is available from Ep
son at 1901 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, 
CA 90067 (2 13-557-133 1). Or circle #69 on 
your Reader Service card. 

Epson 's AP-80, a versatile primer, 
offers compatibility with the Apple lie. 

771e GD-1495 control socket sends power to six or more owlets. 

Popcorn X100 
This Hayes-compatible modem features automatic voice-data switching 

and is compatible with RS-232 cables. Spec ifications include full duplex 
operation, 300 to 1,200 bps, se- .------------------, 
rial async hronous automatic 
data formatting and a 40 charac
ter line buffer . 

The X 100 automatically takes 
instructions from your PC or 
terminal and repons to your PC 
dial tones, busy signals, remote 
ringing, talk, and line discon
nect. It offers an "in-use" light 
on multi-line phones and fits on 
the wall or desk. 

The cost is $475 and more 
information is available from 
Prentice, 266 Caspian Dr., Sun
nyvale, CA 94088 (408-734-
98 10). Or circle #70 0 11 your 
Reader Service card. 

The Popcom XI 00 modem 
from Premice. 

EPSON -ea 

A Smart Outlet Box 
Single switch control of seven AC outlets pro

vides protection from line surges and transient 
spikes. The GD-1495 's control socke t sends 
power delegated to six or more AC outlets. An 
eighth is unswitched fo r a clock or other device 
requiring a constant AC source. 

Designed with a new surge absorber that opens 
under direct surge cond itions, the Sman Outlet 
Box is available in kit ($60) or assembled (S I 00) 
form. 

For more information, contact Heath, Benton 
Harbor, Ml 49022 (616-982-32 10). Or circle 
#68 0 11 your Reader Service card. 

The Spike 
Blok 

Tripp Lite offers a new 
power protection device that 
plugs into an existing outlet 
and convens the twin oullet 
receptacle into six outlets
with full no ise and spike 
suppression. Two indicator 
lights show that powe r is 
present and that the circuitry 
is working. 

The price is $48 and more 
in formation is available 
from Tripp Lite at 8 18 W. 
Lill , Chicago , IL 606 14 
(3 12-248-2 192). Or circle 
#67 on your Reader Ser
vice card. 

Tripp lite offers 
the Spike Blok. 
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THE BEST IN BATTERY TECHNOLOGY 
• 60 day money back guarantee-love it or return it! 

• Recharge with Standard AC adapter-No extra 
recharger needed! 

• Attaches securely to computer-Nothing extra to 
carry 

• Computer still fits in case with batteries attached-
As portable as ever 

• Recharge while in use-No Downtime! 

• Powers NEC, Olivetti, Chipmunk, and More! 

• Normally pays for itself in a few months! 

or write to: 
A.R.M.S. 
12131 Old Buckingham Rd. 
Mldlothlan, VA. 23113 

Circle 40 on reader aervlce card. 
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INTRODUCING 
THE PICO NETWORK 

PICO'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SECTION 
-cATEGORIES Classified ads: $1.50 per word, per insertion. Minimum 15 words. Bold box add $7 .50. 

Tint add $ !0.00. Bold box and tint add $12.50. Payment with order, or charge to your 
Hardware Visa, Master Card , or American Express (give number and expiration date). Advenis-

New and used computers, periph- ers using a P .O . Box number must furnish complete name and street address for our 

erals, and accessories records. New advertisers, please subnUt descriptive material with order. The day your 
ad and payment must be in our offices is on the 7th day of the second month preceding 

Software 
the cover month (in order to be in the April issue, copy and payment must be received no 
later than February 7). Each number series (telephone, street , zip code, price, memory) 

New and used programs counts as one word. 

Swap n' Shop SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Do you have something you Pay for three insertions, get the fourth insertion free. 
would rather trade than sell? Category 

Looking for: 
Advertising Message 

Seeking information on sources of 
supply, programs, etc. 

User Groups (free) 
Free listing for all announcements 
related to and sponsored by user 
groups. Message must be submit-
ted on group letterhead. 

Position Wanted (free) 
Looking for a job? We will give 
you a free listing for two months. 
Maximum 30 words. 

Help Wanted 
Looking for a new employee? 
Run your ad in the Pico Classified Number of words x $1.50 = $ 
Advertising Section for the most Bold Box and Tint Costs = $ 
experienced professionals. Total Per Insertion$ 

Instruction Number of Insertions 

Educational programs, books, Total Payment Enclosed $ 

newsletters, etc. Name 
Address 

Assistance Please (free) City State Zip 
Need help with a program, appli-

Phone cation or service, etc.? Free two-
month listing, maximum 30 D Check Enclosed D MC O VISA D AE 

words . Card# Exp. Date 
Mail to: Pico Classified Advertising 

Miscellaneous WGECenter 
For the selling of items not related 70 Route 202 North 
to computers , such as cameras , Peterborough, NH 03458-1194 
stereos, etc. Telephone: 603-924-9261 



MAKE YOUR ENTIRE SYSTEM ... 
PORTABLE Around Town ... or Around the World 

Now, take your entire computer system with you anyhwere you go ... completely 
protected ... in a custom-designed case by Cabbage. 

So light-weight, you can carry it with you like a briefcase. So rugged, you can ship 
your computer ... plus, any combination of peripherals . . . safely and easily across 
country or around the world by commercial transport. 

You Can Trust Cabbage Quality! 

Over the last decade Cabbage has become widely recognized as one of the 
foremost manufacturers of custom-designed electronic, scientific, and audiovisual 
equipment cases in the world. Cabbage experience, quality, and craftsmanship is 
unsurpassed and unchallenged. We use only the finest, most durable materials and 
hardware, throughout. Each Cabbage Case is a custom-made, personalized piece of 
equipment ... designed to satisfy your specific problems and needs. It is even exclu
sively serial numbered for your convenience and protection. You get all the ex
tras . .. at no extra cost. 

If it must arrive in perfect condition ... protect it in a Cabbage Case. 

2458 Wood Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43221 
(614) 486-2495 

"Nothlng's Tougher ... Than a Cabbage" Durable. high density foam Interiors Heavy-duty. nickel-plated steel hardware 

Circle 146 on reader service card. 

DON'T COMPROMISE! 
Five reasons to buy the Axan&x. 
ThinWrite 80 Battery Powered 
Printer: 

1. Impact Printing provides lower media costs, 
crisper printouts on ANY paper stock, and operation in 
harsh environments. 

2. The Wider Carriage accommodates various form 
types including multicopy and 10 inch fanfold. 

3. The ThinWrite Provides 
Highest Resolution 
for Epson/IBM graphics and 
near letter-quality in a 
portable printer. 

4. You Will Have World
Wide Service available from 
hundreds of C:EnTRDn1c:s 
service centers. 

5. Both Serial and Parallel Communications are 
provided as a standard feature . 

See your display in ANY LIGHT! 
We backlight your favorite portable with an 
electroluminescent panel. We guarantee a quick turn 
around. And you 'll receive the same high quality 
you've come to expect from Axonix . 

The Thin El l is priced from $200 to $350 depending 
on computer model. The ThinWrite 80 Battery 
Powered Printer is priced at $449 F.0.8 . Salt Lake 
City, Utah. 

15 day free trial on 
standard products. 

Dealer Inquiries 
invited. 

lv'P 83J II 
The Portable Peripherals People. 
41 7 Wakara Way 
Salt Lake City, Utah8410B Call (801) 582-9271 

Circle 37 on reader service card. 
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80™ 
QUIET 
PORTABLE 
PRINTER 
WITH 
LOW COST 
GRAPHICS 

ALL MODELS HAVE GRAPHIC CAPABILITIES 

OTHER MODELS FROM $99.95 to $159.95 

TECHNICAL SALES DEPT. 
v 111.1.ni .. t • •ocwcn 

TECH~~ IC.AL SA LES DEPT. 
MINIATURE PROOUCTS 

1976 1977 1978 197 9 198 0 ~981 

!ZZI OAOO~TS 
YEl!.R 

!S:SJ 'l'l'IOO~TS 

Portable, Silent; Fast, 80 cps: 
Bidirectional ,user 
Programmable @ 40, 80, 160 
Characters per inch: Quiet, 
Compact & Ready to Run ; 
Battery Powered; 

Suggested retail price 

$199.95 BUY NOW! 
Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

CALL 415-363-5966 
or outside California 800 222 HUSH 

SAMPLE TYPE 
DOUBLE l.JIOTH 1234567890 Al 

REGULAR SIZE : 1234567890 ABCDEFGHI.JKLMI 

ANO HALF lo.II DTH . 12345 6~ IRlE FGllJ llJtlJ FU<ST lhWZ 

BIT ADDRESSABLE GRPPHICS \:'.) ~ ~ 

Char~.cter set include$ 129 ASCI l and Int• 

! 11#$%.V ()*+, - . / 0123456789 : ;<=>?@ABCOEFG 
PctrstU.VWX'.:I Z {: } .. m_ ·~M·'.1€> ··Aai)aij(i8£1t~llit!i!a~E 

Clrcle 23 on reader service card. 
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ERGO Systems, Inc. 
303-3 Convention Way 
Redwood City, CA 94063 



Text processing power that no other program can equal. 

PCSG says ''Send it back in 30 days for a full 
refund if you don't agree.'' 
on Snap-in TM Cartridge $99.00 

WAITE ROM is the definitive word 
processing extension for the Model 100. 
PCSG the first text formatter for the Model 
100, now sold by Radio Shack as Scripsit 
100. Now 18 months later PSCG introdu
ces WRITE ROM. Those who have expe
rienced it say WAITE ROM literally dou
bles the power of the Model 100. 

First of all, WRITE ROM as its name 
implies is on a snap-in ROM. You simply 
take a quarter and open the little compart
ment on the back of the Model 100 and 
press it in. It is as easy as an Atari game 
cartridge. You can use other ROM pro
grams like Lucid whenever you wish. 

WAITE ROM lets you do every format
ting function you would expect like setting 
margins, centering, right justifying and 
having headers and footers. But it does 
them under function key control. 

WAITE ROM remembers your favorite 
format settings so that you can print a 
document wi thout any setup, but you can 
change any formatting or printing parame
ters instantly with a function key. 

WRITE ROM's "pixel mapping" feature 
shows you an instant picture on the screen 
of how you r printout will look on paper. 

In all there are 64 separate features and 
functions that you can do with WRITE 
ROM , and some of these features are truly 
breakthroughs for the Model 100. 

First, WRITE ROM lets you do search 
and replace . Any word or phrase in a 
document ca n be se arch ed for an d 
replaced with any other phrase where the 
search words appear. 

Second, WAITE ROM lets you send any 
text (formated or not) to any other 
computer over the phone with just a 
function key. What's more it dials and 
handles sign on and sign off protocol 
automatically. 

Third, WAITE ROM has a wonderful 
feature called Library that lets you record 
favorite phrases, words or commonly used 
expressions (often called boilerplate). 

Any place you wish any Library text to 
appear you just type a code. WAITE ROM 
automatically inserts the text just like a 
Xerox Memory Writer. 

Picture what you can do with that kind 
of capability. 

WAITE ROM is blindingly fast. No one 
can claim faster operation. Because it is 
on ROM it uses virtually none of your 
precious RAM. It works with any printer, 
serial or parallel. You can make a duplicate 
copy of a document file under a new 
filename. Rename or delete (ki ll) any RAM 
file with function key ease. 

This description only scratches the 
surface of the amazingly powerful piece 
of software. Dot commands allow control 
of such things as margins, centering, line 
spacing and other changes in the middle 
of a document . Most are Wordstar 
compatible. 

A mail merge feature allows you to send 
the same document to every name on your 
mailing list, personalized for each 
recipient. 

WRITE ROM enables you to do under
lin ing , boldface and correspondence 
mode as well as any other font feature like 
superscripts that you r printer supports in 
a way that many users say "is worth the 
price of the program." 

To underline you don 't have to 
remember a complicated printer code. You 
just type CODE U, and to stop underline, 
CODE U again . The CODE key is to the 
right of your spacebar. Boldface? CODE 
B to start and stop. Easy to remember and 
do. Five different printer features of your 
choice. 

We couldn't list all the features here. For 
example, not just double space but triple 
or any other. You can use your TAB key 
in a document. WRITE ROM allows you 
to indent. This means you can have 
paragraphs that have a first line projecting 
to the left of the rest of the paragraph . 
Plus many more features. 

WRITE ROM has a feature un ique to any 
word processor on any computer. It is 
called FORM. FORM is an interactive 
mechanism that lets you create screen 
prompts so that you or someone else can 
answer them to fi l l out forms or 
questionaires. 

With FOAM anyplace where you had 
previously typed a GRAPH T and a prompt 
in a document, WRITE ROM will stop and 
you are shown that prompt on the screen. 
You can type in directly on the screen and 
when you press F8 you see the next 
prompt. Goes to a printer or a RAM file. 

Th ink of how you can use FORM. A 
doctor or nurse cou ld use it for e patient's 
history with each question appearing on 
the screen. An insurance salesman could 
have his entire questionaire. You could 
construct a series of prompts to answer 
correspondence typing the answers, even 
using Library codes. This feature lets you 
answer letters in rapid fi re fashion each 
with personal ized or standard responses. 

Before WRITE ROM you had to be a 
programmer to create a series of prompts. 
Now its as simple as GRAPH T. 

PCSG makes the claim that WRITE ROM 
is the easiest, fastest and most feature rich 
formatter for the Model 100. We are happy 
to offer WRITE ROM because it expands 
the 100 to a dimension of text processing 
you cannot equa l on even larger 
computers. 

We brashly state that WRITE ROM is the 
best you can buy. But put that to the test. 
If you aren't as excited as we are return it 
for a full refund. Priced at $99.00 on snap
in ROM. MasterCard, VISA, American Ex
press and COD. 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 
THE MODEL 200. 

1-214-351-0564 

RJRTl\BLE COMRJTER )LJ~RT OROJP Clrcle 113 on reader service card. 
Say you saw It In PICO 

11035 Harry Hines Blvd .. #207. Dallas . Texas 75229 • 1 (214) 351-0564 
PCSG orov•Ces no111ne so"ware suopon lor lhC MOOCI 100 Call us a1 I 21• ·351 ·0564 
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FOB PERFORMANCE YOll WILL WANT 

TOMOBBOW ... 
llllll"E 
.S59fJ. tl0* 

TODAY! 

l•tuver. • . - Menu driven load/store capability for transferring 
individual files or total memory to disk. 

- CP/M operat ing system makes available a world of 
popu lar software: dBASE II, Wordstar, Supercalc, and 
much, much more. 

- T/ Maker software option ($200.00) provides: word 
processing, spreadsheet, data base manager, spelling 
checker, bar graphics. 

- Uses 3112'' d iskettes (360K). 
- 64 K bytes of RAM (with your 32K) (8K chips, $30). 

£'11nvenient•c. . . - Totally portable, lightweight, attaches easily. 
- Battery powered, rechargeable, plenty of advance 

warning on low batteries. 
Fragile connectors protected by our gold high-relia
bility connector. 

- Display 40 x 8 window in 80 x 24; 60-column available. 

Et•t111tu11y. . . - The cost of a PICDISC System represents substantial 
savings over ROM-based systems. You'll have much 
greater potent ial for a smaller investment. Call us 
today, we'll send our price comparison charts. 

NEW PBODIJCTS 
Call us about date of release and price of our Second Disk Drive 
and Video Interface. 

CALL FOR OUR CATALOG AND LITERATU RE 
1-800-42 1-6300 1-714-261-0503 ,, IC Thi• 1•1•rNon1ll. I 11tom11t fon 1•1•opl1• 

•30-D ay Refund Guarantee 
CP/M dBASE II, Wordstar. Supercaic & T/Moker are 1radema1ks ol 01g1tal Research, Ashton· Tate. M1cr0Pro. Sorc1m, & T/Maker respcct1vc1y 

Circle 18 on reader service card. 
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MODEL 100-MODEL 200-NEC 8201 USERS 

TEXT COMPRESSION 
ADDS MEMORY 

using 
Lap Coder© 

•Store 50% more text -Without adding RAM! * 
Lap Coder© replaces words in your text files 
with a tight ly packed code. Store 42K per fu l l 
bank (M100 NEC). 

• Cut save- load and modem time by 1/J:" 
• Machine language-Codes 3400 characters 

per second. 

• Adds keystroke file ki ll to M100. 
• No typing or commands needed-

Simply move the cursor over the name of the 
fi le to be compressed or expanded and press 
ENTER. 

'Average use. 

Only $27.95 plus $2.00 shipping & handling 
Check. Money Order, Visa. MasterCard accepted 

(Include card number and expiration date) 
California residents adl.l $1.66 sales lax. 

Specify Model 100. 200 or NEC 

__ 6J __ 
Mu-Psi • Computer Consult ing 

1010 Tu rquoise St., Ste. 250 • San Diego, CA 92 109 • [619) 488 - 2350 

Circle 34 on reader service card. 

24K Expansion RAM 
For the Model 200 

$99. each $190. fortwo 

SK Expansion RAM 
For the Model 100 & 8201 
$27. each $75. set of 3 

These Modules are easily user Installable 
and they feature: 

• Low Power CMOS Static RAM 
• 30 Day Satisfaction Full Refund Policy 

• Instructions Include 
Test Program Listing 

• High Quality Sockets 

MIC, VISA. Chec k or Money Order 

Shipping-Add $1 .50 UPS Ground 
o r $4.00 2nd Day Air. 

CA Residents add 6% Sales Tax 

• One Year Warranty 

~· 
Cryptronics, Inc. 
117 1 1 Coley River Circle, Su ite 7 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
Phone: (714) 540-1174 

Clrcle 130 on reader service card. 
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USE YOUR DESKTOP COMPUTER AS A 
r DISK DRIVE FOR YOUR M-100. 

Ao1AJ. "1'~b5~ 
' / IJI" .pi ....-.. 

~~ TM 

on Snap-In ROM 

Try Disk+ for 30 days. If you aren't as 
excited as we are, return it for a full refund. 

When we designed Disk+ we did it out 
of necessity. We wanted a way that we 
could just connect a Model 100 to our 
desktop computer with a cable and save 
files onto the desktop's disk drive. We 
wanted it to be so simple to use it would 
be self-explanatory. 

Picture this. Disk+ comes to you on a 
Snap-in ROM and a diskette for your 
desktop. You take a quarter and open the 
little compartment on the back of your 
Model 100. Then you just press the ROM 
into the socket. Disk+ appears on your 
main menu just like a built-in. 

You connect your Model 100 to your 
other computer using an RS232 cable 
(available from PCSG for $40). 

You just place the Disk+ diskette into 
the desktop's drive and turn on the com
puter. It powers up automatically and says 
"awaiting command" on your desktop's 
screen. Then you just put the widebar 
cursor on the Model 100 main menu on 
Disk+ and press ENTER. You are shown 
your RAM files arranged just like the main 
menu. 

To save a file to your other system's 
disk drive, you just move the widebar cur
sor to the file you want to save and press 
ENTER. It is saved instantly with no 
further action. 

To look at the disk directory, you just 
press a function key on your Model 100. 
You see immediately the disk directory on 
your Model 100 screen, and it is arranged 
just like your Model 100's main menu. 

To load a file from the diskette to your 
Model 100, you just move the widebar 
cursor to the file and press ENTER. The 
file is transferred to your Model 100's RAM 
instantly. You can press F8 and go back to 
the main menu, and the file you loaded 
from diskette is there, ready to use. 

It is so nice to be able to keep your 
documents, programs (both BASIC and 
machine code) and Lucid spreadsheet 
files on the diskette, and bring them back 
when you need them. All files are ready 
to run or use with no changes or protocol 
by you. 

If you have access to a desk
top computer and don't 
have Disk+ , then evidently 
we have done a poor job 
telling you about it. 

All files and programs that you load or 
save, go over and come back exactly as 
they are supposed to be because of full 
error checking. This guaranteed integrity 
is really a comfort . Disk+ is wonderful in 
so many other ways. For example, you 
can do a "save all" of all your RAM files 
with just a touch of a function key. That 
group of files is saved on the diskette 
under a single filename with a .SD (for 
subdirectory) extension. Any time you 
want, you can bring back all those files at 
once, or just one or two if you like, again 
with one-button ease. 

Disk + takes up no RAM. That's zero 
bytes either for storing the program or for 
operating overhead. 

What really excites mo3t Disk+ users 
is text file cross compatibility. Your Model 
100's text files are usable on your desktop 
computer, and your desktop's text files 
become Model 100 text files. 

This means you can write something on 
your Model 100, and with Disk+ transfer it 

1-214-351-0564 

instantly to your desktop and start using it 
right away on your bigger computer. Or 
the way we like to work is to type in a 
document on the desktop computer and 
then transfer it to our Model 100 with 
Disk+ . Then we print out the document, 
beautifully formatted, using WRITE ROM. 

Dis k+ works with just about every 
micro sold, from IBM PC and its clones, to 
all Radio Shack computers (yes, all), to 
Apple II, Kaypro, Epson and most CPM. 
Just ask us. More than likely, your comput
er 1s supported. 

Incidentally, hundreds of Model 100 
owners have gone to their Radio Shack 
stores and bought a color computer be
cause it is so low priced, and with Disk + 
they have an inexpensive disk drive. 

And if that weren't enough, how about 
this: Disk+ also provides cross-compati
bility between different computers like 
IBM, Apple or the Model 4 using the Model 
100 as the intermediary device. Quite a 
feature! 

The snap-in ROM is really great be
cause you can use other ROMs like Lucid 
or WRITE ROM. They snap in and out as 
easily as an Atari game cartridge and you 
never lose your fi les in RAM. 

Anyone who ever uses Disk + simply 
can't do without it. But so many times we 
have ha9 new users call us and say, 
"Wow! I had no idea when I ordered it that 
Disk+ would be so fantastic . I just 
couldn't believe that I could use my 
desktop computer's disk drive with my 
Model 100 just like it is another main 
menu." 

That's why we sell Disk+ on a thirty
day trial. If you aren't completely satisfied, 
return it within thirty days for a full refund. 
Priced at $149.95 on Snap-in ROM. MC, 
VISA, AMEX, or COD. 

RJRT!\BLE COMRJTER )LJ~RT ORGJP ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 
THE MODEL 200. 

11035 Harry Hines Blvd., #207, Dallas, Texas 75229 • 1 (214) 351-0564 
PCSG provides holline software suppurt for lhe Model 100. Call us al 1 ·214·351-0564 

Circle 132 on reader service card. 
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It's the Holmes Engineering/PCSG "chipmunk" 

PORTABLE 

Uses the main menu concept. You sec the 
disk directory instant ly. arranged on your 
M-100 screen like your main menu. Just move 
the widebar cursor and transfer file' with a 
function key. You can run a file directly from 
the diskette with the ENTER key. Uses 3 1/~" 
microtloppy diskettes that have a rigid plastic 
casing and a metal core. They· re tough and 
nontlcxiblc. You can carry several in a shin 
pocket without damage. There's 358K on a 
diskette. Ten of these in your briefcase and 
you· ve got 3 1/~ megabytes. 

Drive weighs only three lbs. and it work' 
directly from the I JO outlet and recharge' at the 
same time. It recharges in six hours with 
tho usand s o f pages - transferred between 
charges. It 's compact. with dimensions of 2 'll' 
x 5'12'' x 7.5": and fits easily into your briefcase 
along with your Model 100 or 200. 

Machine code programs. BAS IC pro
grams. Lucid files and documents all arc saved 
and retrieved with no protocol- instantl y. ready 
to run . 

In a special assoc iation. Holmes En
gineering and PCSG have worked together 
combining the hardware knowledge of Holme' 
and the software expenise or PCSG. The re
sult is a product that can onl y be regarded as 
excellent. 

You see the disk directory 
instantly; works just like the 
mam menu 

Here is what is really exciting. The port
able disk drive has Random Access. Included 
as pan of the operating system in the dri ve 
(ROM) is a very powerful di sk BAS IC. 

This means that you can ha ve BASIC 
programs that will access the diskette and read 
and write records directly on the diskette . 

Just imagine yourself with this kind or 
capabil ity. 

I 

for the Model 100/200 

$499 
Includes a library of 

six powerful programs 

Dawbasl' - The portable disk dri ve store' 
your mailing list. inventory item, , part#' and 
description> or any other data that you need 
to recall. 

358K on a diskette 

111\'IJice (purchase order)- At the touch of 
a button you can print out your sequentially 
numbered . profess ionally done invoice!>. Thi ' 
i' truly profc,sional in voicing capability. 

Purchase order' are just a' easy. 
Sort - This excellent utilit y allow' you 

rapid 5orting of any record' you ha ve compiled. 
You can write the newly >oned list back in the 
'amc file on the diskette or to a new file . 

Telecom i111e1face - Ir you arc a user that 
likes to acces!-. other computer> or databa'e' 
(for example CompuServe) by telephone then 
this powerful faci lity alone i' worth the price or 
the disk drive . You can automatically download 
and upload information onto the diskette. 

Calendar - Everyone who has seen th i!-. 
program has said. "Thi !> is the first ca lendar/ 

Ask about our new 
$399 Budget Model 

diary/scheduler on any computer anywh..:rc that 
I can use . It b so functional. .. 

The calendar program is usable for two 
reasons . first it is designed correctl y. and 
second you ha ve the memory (358K) on the 
di,kette to lo!! and acccs> a trernendou' amou nt 
of note' ove; a long period of time. 

Personal Fi11a11c1• Manag er - Thi ' 
wonderful program truly lets you keep track or 
your finance,. 

All your n.:cord~ arc kept on the diskette. 
Bank accounts (checking and savings) and 
charge accou nt> >Uch as MasterCard and Visa. 

We at PCSG believe we have the ultimate 
Model JOO 'ystem. the Ponablc Disk Drive 
plu~ the Lucid >preadsheet on snap-in ROM. 
Wri1e ROM word processing and the new 64K 
RAM expansion now available from PCSG. 

We want you to find out for yourself at no 
rbk . If you aren't totally sati sfied with in 30 
day,. simply return the disk drive for a full 
refund. Priced at $599.95, including the soft
ware library. MC, VISA, AMEX, or COD. 

fDRT!\BLE 
COMRJTER 
)LJOC)RT 
OROJP 
1-214-351-0564 
11035 Harry Hines Blvd. , #207 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

••••••PCSG offers a 30-day/money-back trial!--•-•• 
Circle 129 on reader service card. ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE MODEL 200. 
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DON'T MISS 
THE LATEST ADVANCE 

IN MODEL 100/T ANDY SOFTWARE 
X-TEL™ by the creators of 

•Use TEXT while online in TELCOM: •Standard XMODEM error-checking 
protocol Download letters and upload a reply in 

one terminal session 

•Exchange .CO, .BA and .DO files with 
other computers, bulletin boards, and 
information utilities 

•List and Kill Files on line in TELCOM 

•Compatible with Telecommuter and 
other desktop communications software 
supporting XMODEM 

MasterCard and Visa accepted. Specify Radio Shack Model 100 or Tandy 200 computer 
Price: $50 on MS-DOS diskette or cassette Please call or write for further information. 

Sigea Systems, Inc. 
19 Pelham Road, 
Weston, MA 02193 
(617) 647-1099 llllMPLE 

Clrcle 77 on reader service card. 

NEW MASS STORAGE SYSTEM FOR ONLY $69.95 
Great Performance-Incredible Price 

A&J Micro Drive would like to an
nounce its new portable System 
100. This mass storage system, de
signed for the Radio Shack Model 
100, offers high speed storage for 
the price of a cassette. 

The System 100, with electronics 
and software designed by A&J Mi
cro Drive, uses the latest Micro 
Wafer Technology developed by 
Entrepo Inc. The new system com
bines high speed digital electronics 
with low cost, high performance Mi
cro Drive Technology. 

INTERESTED??? 
The 100's compact operating system is 

smaller than that of the Radio Shack Disk 
Drive. The latest release of the operating 
system may be down loaded by calling the 
computers at A&J Micro Drive using the 
simple instructions included with the unit. 

The System 100 may be small enough to 
fit into a corner of your briefcase and re
quires only 4-" AA" size batteries for 
months of use but don't be fooled, our new 
unit is packed with state of the art electron
ics. It will give you ultra reliable program 
loading as fast as the disk, and twenty 
times faster than the cassette. 

The System 100 uses a miniature end
less loop tape cartridge called a Micro 
Wafer. The Micro Wafer, approximately 
the size of a credit card, is completely en
closed in a protective housing. A built-in 
cover retracts as the tape is inserted into 
the drive, exposing the video-grade digital 
magnetic tape to the read write head. Mi
cro Wafers come in several lengths, allow
ing the customer to choose the length best 
suited to his application. 

STILL INTERESTED??? 
The price of $69.95 includes a drive sys

tem with cable attached, one Micro Wafer, 
operating instructions and one year mem
bership to the A&J Bulletin Board. Price 
effective through 1985. Wouldn't you like 
to have one under your Christmas Tree? 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
System 100 
A&J Micro Drive 
1050 E. Duane Ave. Ste " I" 
Sunnyvale. CA 94086 
(408) 732-9292 

Price: $69.95 

Baud Rate: 14,000 bits/second 
Tape Speed: 8 inches/second 
Capacity: 2K Bytes/foot tape 

1 O' = 20K Bytes 
62' = 124K Bytes 

Lengths: 10', 20', 35', 50' , and 62' 
Power Supply: 4-"AA" cells 
Connection: Uses RS-232 Pon 
Cable: 30 inch RS-232 attached 
Size: 6x4x2.5 inches 
Weight: 24 ounces 

A&J M",!,O 
1050 EAST DUANE AVENUE SUITE I SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 • (408) 732-9292 ------' 

Circle 111 on reader service card. 
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WE'RE STARTING OUR THIRD YEAR. AND WE'VE LEARNED A LOT. 

We've put thousands of hours into picas 
since we opened in 1984. And we learn 

something new every day . .. whether 
i t's about a new machine that we' re 
putting th rough the w ringer, or an 

offbeat application that we' re trying to 
set up. There are a lot of questions to be 

answered. And we have most of those 
answers. We can quickly assess the 
merits o r demerits of any pico. Our 

expertise can work for you, especially if 
you're just enteri ng the p ico market. 

Give us a call. 

We currently recommend these picos: 
GRID Case 
NEC8200 
Quadram Datavue 25 
Product to be announced soon 

We can advise you on these picos: 
Bondwell 11 Kaypro 2000 
Epson Geneva Morrow Pivot II 
HP Plus Sharp 7000 

We recommend these portable printers: 
Axon ix 
Ergo Hush 80 
Epson HS 80 

Quantity discounts available. 

Portable Computers 
144 Exchange Boulevard, Rochester, New York 14614 (716) 423-9710 

Circle 97 on reader service card. 

512K 
NOW YOU CAN EXPAND YOUR MODEL 100 UP TO 512K 
• Latest Technology-uses 

magnetic bubble memory 
• Non-volatile Memory- if 

power fails, data is not lost 
• No Bank Switching-also 

built-in error detection 

• One year Warranty 
• Fully Portable and Easy to 

Install 
• 128K-cost $1050 

(includes software) Each 
additional 128K-$450. 

SoundSight Magnetic Bubble Memory Inc. 
2807 Pelham Place, Hollywood, CA 90068 

(213) 463-1519 

Circle 80 on reader service card. 
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Changes your Model 100 into a totally different 
computer with capability you never thought possible. 

on Snap-In™ ROM 

Infoworld 
rated Lucid's 
performance 
"excellent" 

PCSG says ''Satisfaction Guaranteed 
or your 01oney back within 30 days!'' 

LUCID~ is here now. It is on a ROM car
tridge that snaps into the compartment on 
the back of your Model 100. It takes no 
memory to load and no r.iemory for operat
ing overhead. That means you have the full 
29.6k bytes free to store your data. 

First, LUCID© is memory conserving . It 
will let you build a large spreadsheet-255 
row by 126 column capacity. You build huge 
spreadsheets in your Model 100's RAM that 
could consume 80 to 100K on a desktop 
computer. 

Secondly, LUCID© is fast. LUCID© is so 
rapid, a 36 column corporate financial 
statement took less than 4 seconds to 
calculate . 

Thirdly, LUCID© has features you won't 
find in most other spreadsheets. For ex
ample, when you type a label (text) it will 
cross column boundaries; in other words 
when you type a label or title it will appear 
as you type it irrespective of column or 
width. LUCID© also allows you to set col
umn widths individually, and of course 
LUCID© has insert row and insert columns, 
as well as other standard features. LUCID© 
even lets your formulas refer to cells in 
other spreadsheet files. 

Further, LUCID© has what no other 
spreadsheet has : Cut, Copy, and Paste. It 
uses the same keys as Cut and Paste in 
TEXT, but here's the difference: it takes all 
the formulas with it when you paste and 
they all automatically recalculate with the 
entire sheet. 

And here is what is really amazing. You 
can copy or cut from one spreadsheet and 
paste into another spreadsheet or even a 
TEXT file. 

LUCID©supports all BASIC math func
tions as well as Log, sine , cosine, tangent, 
exponentiation and other sophisticated 
math functions. 
LUCID~ has so many features that you 

will say "this is what I need in a spread
sheet", such as automatic prompting of an 
incorrectly typed-in formula showing just 
where the mistake was made. 

LUCID~ has expanded "go to" functions 
that remember and produce a windowing 
capability. 

But perhaps most remarkable is that 
LUCID~ is not only a spreadsheet but a 
program generator as well. First, LUCID&> 
lets you protect all cells against entry or 
change, and then unprotect just the cells 
you want for someone else to use as 
input fields. 

LUCID© will not only process values, but 
text input as well so that the facts other than 
numbers can be responded to. LUCID<C> has 
the ability for you to refer in a formula to 
cells containing words. This feature com
bines with the capacity of doing " if then" 
statements that work by doing table look
ups against even massive XIV charts of text 
or numerical information. You can produce 
a program that responds to inputs with no 
programming knowledge whatsoever. 

You can prepare a report section in your 
spreadsheet with instructions to your user 
for printout, and they can produce a person
alized printout that responds to their input. 
All your formulas and tables that did the 
calculations and provided the facts are in
visible to that user. LUCID(fl is useful for 
doctors for patient questionnaires , trouble
shooting technicians , purchase clerks , 
people doing job quotes, stores for custom
er workups, insurance agents and anybody 
who needs to process specific facts and 
numbers to produce a report based on 
those responses. 

LUCID '' comes with a manual that ex
plains not only the characteristics of 
LUCID ', but will train you how to use a 
spreadsheet even if you have never seen 
one before. You are shown how to do 
budgets , forecasts , breakeven analysis 
amortizations and many other types 
of personal and business reports and 
calculations. 

User friendly is such an over-used term in 
this industry, but a typical comment has 
been " I have never seen a spreadsheet that 
does so much, and yet LUCID(el is so much 

Clrcle 135 on reader service card. 
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easier and faster to use:· 
LUCID<S> is a result of a most exhaustive 

developmental effort in which PCSG's 
objective was to develop a spreadsheet 
that was better than the state-of-the-art. We 
are so pleased because LUCID<C> provides 
for the Model 100 spreadsheet capability 
you cannot equal on a desktop computer. 

LUCID© is, in our opinion and that of 
those who have examined it, a break
through. We sell it on a 30 day trial. If you 
are not completely satisfied, return it with
in 30 days for a fu ll refund. Priced at 
$99.00, on snap-in ROM. MC, VISA, 
AMEX, or COD. 

f~nt~th 

ooftworr ~ (ar 

rDRTABLE 
COMRJTER 
)LJr=¥0RT 
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1-214-351-0564 
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Give your Model 100 

128K 
Installs as easily 
as plugging 
in a socket 

Software included, transfers from bank to 
bank. Works like main menu! Includes power
ful RAM Basic that lets programs store and 
access data from any other bank. 

PCSG says: Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within 30 days 
As amazing as it seems you can up

grade your Model 100 to 128K of RAM 
in just 60 seconds. 

It comes to you right out of the box 
looking just like the picture. You just open 
the little compartment on the back of your 
Model 100 with a quarter and it just pushes 
right into place. You can then put the cover 
back in its place. 

You then have 4 banks of RAM of 
32K each. The additional three banks 
also work just like your Main Menu. 

You push a function key and you are 
in the second bank. Push again and you 
are in third, again, then fourth. Press it 
once again for your original bank. 

It has its own bui lt-in NiCad battery 
that recharges right from the Model 100 
and its guaranteed for a fu ll year. 

What is really great is that you can 
copy a file from one bank to another with 
just a function key. 

Each bank is like having another 
Model 100, and all the built-in programs 
as well as any snap-in ROM programs ap
pear in all four banks and work the same 
way. Your widebar cursor moves from file 
to file and you access any file or run any 
program just by pressing ENTER. 

What lets you copy any file from one 
bank to another is a snap-in ROM from 
PCSG called RAM +. that comes at no 
extra charge. It just pushes right into the 
little socket in that same compartment with 
the 96K expansion unit. 

Not only does this firmware let you 
copy a file from bank to bank. but you can 
make a copy of any file within the same 
bank instantly with a function key. Great 
for Lucid spreadsheets! 

Copy a file from 
bank to bank with a 

function key 

You can also rename a fi le. or kill any 
file with just a function key. Plus you can 
do a whole lot of other useful things like 
setting the date. day and time with func
tion key ease. You even have a function 
key that lets you use non-Radio Shack 
printers without having to make those 
tricky dipswitch settings. 

RAM + lets you cold start any one of 
your banks without affecting the other 
three. That means that anytime you want 
you can clean out a bank's entire memory, 
but leave intact all the files in the other 
banks. 

What is also fantastic is that you don't 
have to have the ROM in place to use the 
additional RAM . Whenever you take out 
the snap-in ROM it leaves behind a tiny 
machine code program that lets you swi tch 
from bank to bank just by press ing 
ENTER. 

fDRT!\BLE COMRJTER >U~T OROJP 
11 0.l S Har ry Hin es Blv<l . No. 207. Dal l.is . T x. 7 5229 

VISA I MASTER CARD I AM. EXP. I C.0.D. 

This lets you use your ROM socket to 
snap-in other ROMS like LUCID spread
sheet, WRITE ROM text processor, or 
DISK + ROM file transfer program, and 
use them in any or all four banks. All of 
these, by the way, are available from 
PCSG. 

When you are ready to copy a file 
from one bank to another or use any of the 
other fantastic functions we talked about 
you can just snap the RAM + ROM back 
intp place. 

Everybody that has this 128K system 
in their Model 100 is so excited, because it 
gives them four times the capacity and 
all banks work just like the Main Menu. 

And what has made a lot of people 
happy is that the system bus. located in the 
same compartment , is left free for you to 
plug in a DYi or the Holmes Engineering/ 
PCSG portable disk drive. 

The abi li ty to copy a file from bank to 
bank instantly with a function key. plus all 
of the other features make this RAM ex
tension tru ly an engineering masterpiece. 

Some people hesitate when they th ink 
of installing something. and then others 
are skeptical that any additional hardware 
could be as good as the Model 100 itself. 
That 's why we sell these 96K expansions 
on a 30 day trial. Simply return it within 30 
day~ for a full refund if you are not satis
fied. Priced at $425. MC VISA COD. 

1-214-351-0564 

Circle 102 on reader service card. 
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$699.00 I ANNOUNCING THE NE 

PORTABLE MICRO FLOPPY PFD 400 I 
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Specifications: 
•3.5 inch Disk Drive 
•Single Sided/Double Density 
•360 KB Formatted 
•Up to 5 Hours Operation using built-in 
rechargeable Ni-Cad Batteries 

•Operate or recharge using your computer's 
AC adapter 

•Will NOT tie up Centronics/RS232C Ports 
•40 or 80 Columns by 25 Lines on a Video 
Monitor 

Developed and Produced By 
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TRULY PORTABLE l 

Less Than c! 
71/2 x 3 x 51/3 inches 

Software and Hardware for M100, M 10, PX-8, 
HX-20; Video Interface for HX-20 and PX-8 

CALL NOW! (214) 985-0968 
Distributor for USA and Canada 
McDonald Micro Products, 14902 Preston Road, 
Suite 212-239, Dallas, Texas 75240 

- - - - - - - ..J Clrcle 81 on reader service card. 

Civilize the DISK/VIDEO INTERFACE 
MAKE SAVAGE THE MODEL 100 

With DISK-BUDDY software for your DIVI, 
only function keys need touch your disk files! 

Twelve programs for one low price, 
work together to give the TRS-80 Model 
100 unique disk file handling abilities. 
Access disk files from menu, just like a 
RAM file. Commands you were te
diously typing become simple function 
key selections. And that's just part of the 
power of the DISK-BUDDY PAK. It 
does things you can't: 

•Create "superfiles" the length of the 
disk, over 170,000 bytes! 

•Print out, or display on either screen, 
or copy to disk or other device, a disk 
data file of any length, WITHOUT 
USING ANY ADDITIONAL RAM! 

•Furthermore, transfer records can be 
" filtered, " an example: 

An address file on disk can contain 
more than 1300 entries. You can move 
to RAM, or screen, or printer, etc., 

those records which contain "Califor
nia " and " Tennis" or whatever. Four 
logical modes of search are available. 

•Also: Features to run, load, save, sort, 
kill, measure, append, and name, disk 
files and RAM files, and much more. 

PCM MAGAZINE (March, ' 85) said: 
" ... an excellent buy" . .. "manual is 
extremely well written" . . . " will sub-
stantially increase the speed and ease of 
operation of the M-100 with the DIV/. " 

That was the idea in the first place. 

TO ORDER THE DISK-BUDDY PAK 
(disk and manual): Se.ad name, address, 
and check or money order for $39.95 plus 
$2.00 postage and handling to the address 
below. (For COD's call: 212-243-2129) 

BuddvSvstems 220 West 24th Street 
New York, NY 10011 

Circle 155 on reader service card. 
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Autocom 
We specialize in custom 

Data Communications Systems. 
Combine some, or a//, of these features to suit your needs: 

•Cellular Data Transmission •Up to 16 programmable function keys 
•Barcode Data Entry •Custom integrated software/hardware 
•Lightweight, high quality impact systems 
printer-will use your existing 81/2 x 11 •Auto Answer/Auto Send 
multi part forms •Voice Communication 

These features, and more, can be built into an 
easy to use stationary unit or into a lightweight 
portable form. 

Call us today so that you can see how quickly 
and reasonably Autocom will help you stream
line your Data Communications. 

Autocom 4225 S. 36th Place, Phoenix, AZ 85040 
1-602-437-0701 1-800-TEL-SEND 

Clrcle 79 on reader service card. 

NEC Starlet TM $395 
3V2" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 

• NEC 8431A COMPATIBLE 

ZBASIC 64K DATAPAC® CARTRIDGE $119 
POWERFUL DISK BASIC WITH GRAPHICS $89 • 3 YEAR, USER REPLACEABLE BACKUP BATIERY 

128K DATAPAC® CARTRIDGE $179 • 32K VERSION, 8401A OR 8201A $89 
SK MODULE FOR MODEL 100 
8201A AND M-10 s22.2s ® 3 $25 • ' - - - Call for immediate delivery (408) 462-3773 

NODE POLICY: • 30 day money-back guarantee 
• 12 month warranty 

• Free UPS 2ND DAY AIR shipping 
• Quantity discounts start at 3 units 

l'lllYMENT: VISA OR MASTERCARD, Chedal held 14 m.ya. C.0.0. edd 12, C.llloml1 f'Hlclenll edd &~ tu. 

STARLET™ is a registered trademark of NEC 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

720 CAPITOLA AVE., BLDG. D 
CAPITOLA, CA 95010 

Clrcle 31 on reader service card. 
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Products for Pocket Computer Users! 
If you own one or more of the pocket computers listed to 
the ri ght, you will be glad to know about us. We have 
been produc ing helpfu l products for pocket computer 
users for over five years. What kind of produc ts? 

Technical Information 

For instance, if you have a Sharp PC-1500 series or the 
eq uivalent Radio Shack PC-2, you might like to know 
that we have uncovered a slew of hidden features and 
capabilit ies that are not discussed in your operator's 
manual. Want to know how to program these computers 
us ing machine language? We have all kinds of informa
tion on this subject - and some pretty powerful soft
ware - that can enable you to work effectively at this 
level. Do you have a Radio Shack PC-3 or PC-3A or a 
Sharp PC-1250151160 or PC-1261? You can use machine 
language on those units, too! We have publications 
available that cover this exciting emerging area. 
Perhaps you like to program in BASIC? Fine, we have 
numerous programs that run on pocket computers fo r 
doing such jobs as: convert ing numbers from one base 
to another, performi ng li near reg ression analys is, plot
ting aviation courses, solving for unknowns in t riangula
tion problems, doing polynomial arithmet ic, curve f it
ting, produc ing calendars, and a host of other types of 
practica l applica t ions. 

Incredibly Powerful Software Packages 

Need a spreadsheet running on your pocket unit? If you 
have a Sharp PC-1500 or Radio Shack PC-2 (equipped 
with a 16K memory expansion module), we can provide 
effec tive spreadsheet power. Find out abou t our ex
ci t ing SUPER SST-16 Spreadsheet package! Its powerful 
machine language routines can cut many of your in-the
field problems down to size in a matter of seconds. 

Helpful Information, 
Exciting Software! 

For users of 
Pocket Computers 

such as the: 

Sharp PC-1250 
Sharp PC-1251 
Sharp PC-1260 
Sharp PC-1261 
Sharp PC-1350 
Sharp PC-1500 

Radio Shack PC-2 
Radio Shack PC-3 
Hewlett-Packard 

Model HP-71 B 

mm ' 

11111 

mill) . 

filill 
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How about managing a pocket-sized data base? We 
have Data Base Management Programs that can run on 
the Sharp PC-1261, PC-1350, PC-1500 and PC-1500A, the 
Radio Shack PC·2 and the HP-71 B. 

Do you want to work effect ively in machine language? 
Find out about our machine language utilities such as 
the superlative LMD-11 (LoaderlMonitorlDissassembler) 
package for the Sharp PC-1500 and Radio Shack PC-2. 

Please send me more information on your pocket computer 
products. I have the following model pocket computer: 

Send for FREE literature! 

If you will take the ti me to drop us a letter or postcard 
with your name and address, telling us the type of 
pocket computer you are using, we will be happy to send 
you literature describ ing our products in detail. Our pro
ducts are attractively priced. Don't delay. Send for our 
FREE information package right away! 

(p lease list manufacturer and model number) 

Name: 

Ci ty: ___________ State: ip: ___ _ 

For free literature simply mai l this form to: 

PCN, POB 232, SEYMOUR, CT 06483 
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COMDEX: Fall '85-
The Fair In Retrospect 
by Terry Kepner 

Just what makes COMDEX/Fall so im
portant that it can totally absorb the interest 
of the entire computer industry for several 
weeks before and after the event itself? In a 
word, COMDEX/Fall is the computer 
industry . 

Comdex is the largest s ingle yearly com
puter show (or circus, as some say) in the 
world , with over 1,200 exhibitors and 
80,000 attendees at this year's show. All the 
important players in the computer industry 
are there as exhibitors, exhibitors' repre
sentatives, or as attendees looking over the 
exhibits. And even companies that don 't 
officially attend send their representatives 
to meet and talk with the companies that are 
attending. 

For the exhibitors , Comdex is a chance to 
show off their products to all the major 
magazines, newspapers, press people, and 
computer hardware/software buyers and 
distributors at one fell swoop. Comdex/Fall 
is an annual event scheduled each year for 
the week before Thanksgiving in Las 
Vegas. 

For the attendees, Comdex/Fall is an 
exhausting event where you can see almost 
every computer hardware and software 
product gathered under one roof-acrually , 
s ix roofs. To visit all the booths is no minor 
accomplishment. Comdex/Fall 85, from 
November 20 until the 24th, occupied 
the entire Las Vegas Convention Center 
including the West Hall, the exhibit halls 
of the MGM Grand, the Las Vegas Hilton, 
Caesar's Palace, and the Riviera Grand 
Hotels. The combined floor space was easi
ly the size of four football fields : The Con
vention Center itself is the size of two 
fields. 

The First Impression 
Your first impression on entering the 

Convention Center is simply: ''They've got 
to be kidding". Stretching out in three di
rections from the entrance, as far as you can 
see (is that a wall way off in the distance, or 
just the sides of booths?) are the exhibit 
booths. Some are large, most are small , but 
a few are gigantic. None arc cheap. For 
example, the Tandy Computer booth, one 
of the giant booths, cost over $250,000 to 
build and was manned by a flock of over 
100 employees. The main hall , the largest, 
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is the focal point of the show and has the 
fanciest booths and the highest exhibitor 
prices. 

A very few booths acrually provided en
tertainment. Burroughs hosted an hourly 
magic show. The majority of the booths 
concentrated on showing off the products 
with continuous demonstrations . 

The show was so massive that it was 
lite rally impossible to visit all the exhibition 
locations in one day. Each of the hotels took 
two or three hours to cover, and the main 
hall took an entire day by itself. But you 
could see everything if you wanted to 
devote three or four days to nothing else but 
looking-and the nights to soaking your 
tired feet. 

''We saw four new 
laptop computers.'' 

While the show doesn't have a great num
ber of new product announcements, you 
can find an amazing number of products 
released earlier in the year that you never 
heard about. This is what makes the 
Comdex/Fall such a well attended comput
er show:There is so much happening in the 
industry that there isn' t any one source 
available to document new products or to 
track old ones. Comdex/ Fall helps fill that 
gap by providing a place where everyone 
can get together and arrange to meet with 
almost any attending company. 

One of the show's great attractions for an 
attendee is the many freebies given out by 
companies trying to attract attention or to 
bribe your recall back home at the office. 
These run the gamut from coffee cups and 
pens with company logos to T-shirts with 
your digitized portrait. Toshiba was dem
onstrating their new color printer by print
ing attendee portraits on heat-transfer paper 
and sealing the portrait to a shirt. And, of 
course, there are contests with prizes rang
ing from coffee cups (again) to free soft
ware products-with one company offering 
use of a Rolls Royce limo for one year. 

Since the main purpose of the show is for 
manufacrurers to show off their wares to 

dealers and distributors, the number of pri
vate individuals attending was definitely in 
the minority . However, at most computer 
shows the majority of attendees are individ
ual buyers. 

IBM-oriented Products Predominate 

The most disappointing aspect of the 
show this year was the predominance of 
IBM-oriented products. Sure, Atari , Com
modore, Apricot, and several other non
MS-DOS computer companies were in at
tendance, but by far the majority of support 
was for the MS-DOS market, both in hard
ware and software. For those interested in 
the MS-DOS market, the show was a defi
nite success with thousands of products on 
display. 

For people interested in the other com
puters on the market , the show was frustrat
ing . Access to products in these other mar
kets is only available through magazines 
and local computer shows-local to the 
manufacrurer, that is. 

The New Picos 

At this year's show we saw four new 
laptop computers, two of which are already 
being advertised. The fi rst is the TA VA 
portable, an MS-DOS machine with two 
5 1A-inch drives). Second is the Dulmont 
Magnum, also known as the Kookabarra, 
which is an MS-DOS machine with bubble 
memory. Third is the Toshiba Portable, an 
MS-DOS pico with a 31 /2-inch disk drive. 
The Ampere WS-1 has bubble memory and 
the programming language APL as its oper
ating system. 

All four are light in weight-under 12 
pounds. Three use LCD screens, one has an 
electro-luminescent display. Comprehen
sive reviews will appear in up-coming is
sues of PICO . We also saw many new prod
ucts of interest to portable computer owners 
that we will share with you in the coming 
months. 

All-in-all, I found Comdex/Fall to be an 
exhausting educational experience. Al
though some of the offerings deserve to be 
called boring-there was the usual junk you 
see at shows-by far the great balance of 
booths presented interesting hardware and 
software in a fascinating manner .• 



Clrcle 93 on reader service card. 

Did you think we were content to stop 
with the ULTIMATE ROM? 

Introducing • • • 

THE 
ULTIMATE 
ROM II ' . . . . . . .. 

- -

WE SET THE STANDARD! With the Ultimate ROM, Traveling Software set 
the standard for packing the most powerful software applications into a single 
ROM chip. Now with the ULTIMATE ROM II, we are pushing that standard to a 
new limit. 
INTRODUCING T-WORD AND ROM-VIEW 80 The ULTIMATE ROM offers 
T-Word, a complete word processing system-the fastest yet produced for the 
Model 100/200 or the NEC PC-8201 - and our new ROM-VIEW 80 display
enhancement program. •ROM-VIEW 80 provides an 80-column display option 
that works with BASIC, TEXT, and TELCOM. And yes, ROM-VIEW 80 does 
provide full text-editing functions while in 80-column mode! Also included are 
turbo-charged versions of our popular T-base relational database (rated the 
number one database for the Model 100 and NEC PC-8201) and the best
selling IDEA! outline processor. 
INTRODUCING THE TS-DOS PORTABLE DISK SYSTEM We were so 
excited about the new Tandy $199 portable disk drive that we developed a 
complete disk operating system for it called "TS-DOS". We even put part of 
TS-DOS inside the ULTIMATE ROM II so you can automatically start TS-DOS 
anytime (no need to type in an awkward initialization routine). TS-DOS includes 
many features not included in the Tandy operating system like "save all" and 
" load all" files at once. And TS-DOS is even available for the NEC PC-8201 ! It 
is sold on a 3112" disk for only $59.95 
THE ULTIMATE COMPANION FOR YOUR DESKTOP COMPUTER! The 
ULTIMATE ROM II has been designed to work as a convenient stand alone 
system or as the ideal peripheral to your desktop computer. Both T-Word and 
T-Base files can be easily interchanged with virtually any other desktop word 
processing or database software including Multimate, WordStar, dBASE Ill , and 
R:base 5000. IDEA! outline files can be easily interchanged to and from 
ThinkTank with our optional $19.95 conversion utility for IBM and compatibles. 
30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE Traveling Software is so sure you'll 
like the ULTIMATE ROM II we are offering a 30-day money-back guarantee- no 
questions asked. If you are not completely satisfied with the ULTIMATE ROM II , 
just send it back and we will give you a full refund. 

The ULTIMATE ROM II is only $299.85 Check out the 
ULTIMATE ROM II at your local Radio Shack computer center today or to order 

direct, call us toll-free: 
1-800-343-8080 

· ROM· VIEW 80 is nol currenlly available for lhe Tandy Model 200. Model 200 cuslomers will receive a coupon for a 
free copy of TS·DOS. Trademarks: ThinkTank- Living Videolexl, Inc., Guardian- PEAC, Mullimale & dBASE and Ashlon 
Tale, R:base 5000-Microrim, Inc., WordSlar- Micropro, Inc. 

On U LTIMATE ROM II 

ROM-VIEW 80 
Works with TEXT, TELCOM, BASIC 
Full text-editing in 80 columns 
Right margin can be set 10-80 columns 
60-column window with scrolling to 80 

columns 
Allows BO-column communications in 

TELCOM 

T-WORD 
Fast text-editing enhancements like 

overwri te, word count, search and 
replace 

Fast text-formatting with page plotting 
Merges up to 99 items into boilerplate 

documents 
Allows entry of printer controls like 

boldface, underline, condensed, etc. 

IDEA! 
New features have been added 
including optional IBM imporUexport 
ThinkTank converter. 

T-BASE 
New features, including advanced math 
calculations. 

TANDY PORTABLE DISK 
DRIVE GATEWAY 

Built-in support for T-Word to access 
the new $199 Tandy portable disk drive 



All on one ROM. Truly the finest four programs $199 95 
available for the Model 100-guaranteed. 

Try it for 30 days. If you aren't blown away by the 
excellence retum it for a full refund. 

The four best programs for the Model 
100 all on one ROM. 32K of power with
out using any RAM for program stor
age. This is the PCSG Snap-In ROM 
that just presses easily into the little 
ROM socket in the compartment on the 
back. You access the four right from the 
main menu like built-ins. 

Write ROM - the definitive word 
processor for the Model 100. Function 
key formatting or dot commands. 
Search and replace. Library feature -
inserts words, phrases or whole docu
ments into text from just a code. MAP 
lets you see a picture of your document. 
In all there are 60 features and func
tions. No one can claim faster operation. 
FORM lets you create interactive forms 
with on-screen prompts that you can 
answer from the keyboard. Nothing else 
for the Model 100 compares with the 
features of Write ROM. Exactly the 
same as the Write ROM sold as a single 
program. Infoworld says it "makes-the 
Model 100 a viable writing unit ... sur-

passed our highest expectations for 
quality and clarity." 

Lucid Spreadsheet: This is the one 
PICO magazine says "blows Multiplan 
right out of the socket" and Inf oworld 
performance rated as "excellent" and 
said "makes the Model 100 compute." 
Gives you features you cannot get with 
Lotus 123. Lets you build spreadsheets 
in your Model 100 that would consume 
140-150K on a desktop. Program gener
ating capability with no programming 
knowledge required. Variable column 
widths. Includes find and sort with func
tion key control. It's fast, recalculates 
like lightning. No feature has been taken 
from the original, only new ones added. 

Database: This is a relational data 
base like no other. You can do every
thing from mailing lists to invoices. No 
complicated pseudo-coding, you create 
input screens as simply as typing into 
TEXT. You are not limited by size; you 
can have as large an input screen as you 
wish. Prints out reports or forms, get
ting information from as many files as 

(214) 351-0564 

you like. Complete math between fields. 
Total interface with Lucid worksheets. 

Outliner: Does everything that Think
tank does on a PC but a whole lot better. 
Includes a Sort for your headlines. Lets 
you have headlines of up to 240 charac
ters. Has cloning, hoisting and sideways 
scroll up to 250 characters. Like Lucid, 
this one sets a new standard for outlin
ers. This is the way to plan and organize 
your projects. 

Present Lucid and Write ROM 
owners can upgrade for $100. If you 
have both it's $75. 

As usual PCSG sells the Super ROM 
on a thirty day guarantee. If for any 
reason you are not satisfied, simply 
return it for a full refund. 

We are excited about this product. 
Super ROM gives the Model 100 the 
true power of a desktop. No other multi
program ROM has software that com
pares. But don't take our word for it. We 
invite you to make that comparison 
yourself. Priced at $199.95 on Snap-In 
ROM. 

Got stuck with samebody else'$ multi-ROM? 
IW!'/I upgrade ii for $100. 

rDRTi\BLE COMRJTER )LJ~RT GRGJP 
©PCSG 

11035 Harry Hines Blvd., #206, Dallas, TX 75229 
MC, Visa, American Express, Check, or C.0.D. 

Circle 56 on reader service card. 


